


• Desl IlOr lb. T-he Pfauter PI00 is a. true dry
carbide hob bing machine. 'The horizontal work
spindle facilitates chip removal; and a work. area
completely enclosed in a stainless steel shroud
directs chips downward and completely away
from the work area. There's simply no place for
"hot" chips to accumulate ~na dry operation-
the PIOO is thermally stable!'

• FlexlDlUIJ: lOr ffle!fulure., Wet.or dry carbide
or HSS...,.soft or hard :gear finishi.llg almost
anything's possible within PlOD's remarkable
perfonnance range:
• Hob/tool speed range: 200-4,000 RPM
.' Workp.iece/worktable max. RPM: 3,,000
• Max. Diametral Pitch: 10
The Pfauter PlOO's unique direct drive hob
and work spindle design makes it possible-
and affordable.

• Easy 10awnl and IOperate. Low cost, compact
footprint (only 2.3 cu. M), and 2 sec ..auto load
system are a few more reasons to buy the PlOD.
Call American Pfauter today at (8:J5) 282.3000 •.

I,ntrodu,cing the revolutionarv
o'ew Pl001 Hlorizlon,tal Spi:indle,
Dilrecl Drive Hoblbling Macihine.
We'l orl dry, carbid'e or HSS.,n
no man~er how you c,ut, il"
aulolmalive sun ge,ars andl

pliniolns andl bigb"p1rod'ulclion
powelf 1100,1
g!ea'f,Snever
h:ad il: so
Igood.

The entire work ,area
is enclosed in a
stainless steel shroud
(yellow) thai prevents
hOI chips from (lecu,
mutating and directs
them downward inta
a chip conveyor:
Horizontal orielltation
of work spindle (red)
helps facilitate
ch(p removal.

Phone: 815-282-3000.
Telefax: 816-282·3075

1351 W,indsor Road
Loves Park, Il'61132-2698 U.SA.
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Interchangeability.
NowY(JU ,can change (Jne blade
at a time 01an entire set!
IReduce bevel cutler breakage down-
time andespense with our finisher
system. The complete AIW Systems
finisher package includes body - 5"

through 9" dia, - all hardware, and finisher blades, each designed
and precision-manufactured to be quickly exchanged as needed.
Plus, you're assured quick turnaround 0111 replacement blades.

contact us about our line of roug:hingi
and finishing cutters w;,th interchangeable
blades for spiral gear production. Made in
the U.S.A. Available now from your new,
affordable source for straight and spiral
bevel cutters'!

A/WSysfems Co•• RoyaIO'ak. MI- Tel:8tO 544 8852. Fax: ,810544 8922
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Our family of
gear machine's

shares, a name- and a whole'
lot more.

Sophisticated cutting
mechanisms give you
high productivity for
gear shaping needs up
to 1meter diameter.

Get high precision gears Cut gears up to 450 mm
-up to 1meter-with fast,with simple set up
our gear hobbers-fast. and conversational

programming on our
gear shavers ..

Our bighly precise
grinders give you gears
that meet the highest
world-class standards.

The most completefamily of gear cutting machines
share Mitsubishi machine construction, Mitsubishi
software. and common controls ..For the fastest
CNC learning curves and the highest quality gears.
contact your Mitsubishi representative today.

Th··· 'MIIITS!UB,ISHII
I IS IS , " .... MIACHI'NE TDD!LS

MHI Machine TOOlU.S.A" Inc.
907 W IrVIng, Par' Road ,.Itasca, IL 60143-2023
Phone. (708) 860·4222· FAX (7oB) 860-4233
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IPUBLISHER'S IPAGE 1 _

PLAN AHEAD
Illndianap;o!lis in 2001' and beyond lis a good move for ,AGMA.

Indianapolisis a nice city. No. It's a

great city for a convention .. The
facilities and the city are modern.

clean and bright The Convention

Center is eay to gel to by either car or
plane, and its central location in the

heart 01 town and the enclosed skyway

ystem between it and major hotels PUI

visitors clo e to amenitie like re tau-
rants. shopping and entertainment, The

people are friendly and go out of their
way to make visitors feel welcome.

My own very positive experience at
Gear Expo '95 and the numerous com-
ment" Wheard from other exhibitors and

visitors convince me that AGMA could
do no bener than 10 make Indianapoli:
its permanent sire for the Gear Expo.
Located in the heart of gear manufactur-
ing country, it's a day's drive for

approximately 50%- of the gear manu-
facturers in the U.S., making il a big

draw for single-day visitors. Prices,
both for the visitor and the exhibitor. are
reasonable-far less than ill rna t major

metro areas, which attracts more
exhibitors and, therefore. more vi itors

as well. And make no mistake: those
attendance numbers are crucial to tile
continuing ueces of tile Expo.

AGMA is unfortunately committed
to. Cobo Hall in Detroit in [997 and to
Na hville in 1999. While m and many
other are les than thrilled with those
choices. particularly downtown De-
troit. which grows to resemble Bat-
man's Gotham ily more closely all
the time, there's no reason to assume

the Gear Expo will not do well at either
place, AGMA may have to work hard-

come poor decisions made years ago.
but expositions in those locations can
still be succes iful.

The good news/bad news story of

Gear Expo is the fact that the show is
now big enough 10 have to be very
selective about its sues, Space and

facilities thai. can accommodate the

large machines being shown are not
found in every city. and the one that
are available fill up early. The Gear

Expo could not go. back 10 Indianapolis
before 2001. even if il weren't already
committed elsewhere.

Fortunately AGMA seems to be mov-
.ing quickly and is negotiating now for
Indianapolis in 2001. The next. logical
move should be to work with Indian-
apolis to make tile Convention Center
the permanent site for the Expo. A fixed

location popular with exhibitors and vis-
itors alike and nearthe geographic and
economic center of the gear indu try
could be the linchpin of the continuing
growth and success of the Gear Expo.

The votes are in. The gear communi- I

ty has made it pretty clear that it would

welcome an Indianapolis location .. It i
my hope that the AGMA planner make
it happen.

er to attract. visitors to these somewhat Michael Goldstein
le s than optimum sites and to over- Publisher and Ediror-m-Chief

The good newslbad

news story is that

Gear Expo is now big

en:oughto have, tOI be

very selective about'

li:tssites.
J"''''U'''RYJFEB~U'''RY 1996 '1
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_----------- SPECI!AL:S'HOW COV!ERAGE _

Gear Expo '95

B S1 EVER
IG,ear' Expo, '95, held in Indiana-
poli • November 12-15, 1995, closed 10

rave reviews from both lIheattende and
the exhibitors, Traffic for the show was
well up from 1993, with a total of about
4,000 vi itors during the 31/2. day exhibi-
tiOIl. One hundred thirty-two companie
from all over the u.s. and as far away as
India and The People's Republic of
Chi~a displayed their wares.

"Between pre-regi tration and aetu-
al visitors, we had more people in atten-
dance byllte close of the how on
Sunda,y than we bad at the entire how
in ]993," aid Joe Franklin, AGMA's
executive director. He also indicated
that the number of decision-makers in
attendance was up, as was the number
of international vi iters,

Exhibitors and vi itors agreed. "I
was impres ed with 'the number of pe0-

ple corning here with areal agenda in
mind." said Ed Doepp of Lindberg Heal
Treating. "They had real que tion and
legitimate interest in buying."

A wide variety of products and er-
vice from cutting tools and meehine to
heat treating, shot peening, in pection
equipment and engineering consulting
and training seminars were 011 di play.
New technologies and product for
niche markets were highly visible.

Lambert AO. repre ented by TPS of
Sussex, WI, and Parker lndu me of
Bohemia. NY. displayed three models of
gear bobbers for plastic and compo ite
:fine pitch gear. A, steady stream oflrafjicflowed through rill! indiana CO!ll'tMitJfI Center dari1!g Gear Expo '95.

J ....NU ...."V'FE AUAAY 1V'U 9

Mach;nes~tools" softwaf,e, services, even a special I

fashion statement filled the ,n,dia,napolis show.



____________ SPE,CIAL SHOW COVERA'GIE _

Among the machines 011 display at
the JRM International booth was the
Kesel milling macine, The only CNC
rack miller in the world, this 3-axis
machine features automatic leveling and
3100 mm capacity for both spurs and
helicals up to 1.25 DP.

The Oerlikon Spiromat L22 CNC-
controlled spiral bevel and hypoid gear
lapping machine was in operation at the
Liebherr America booth. This machine
features a. small footprint (hat uses 30%
less floor space than the other lappers,
FANUC controls, and updated software.

You A.sked For It . ,..

• An end to hob cutting o!illand
grinding dust mess,

• Gear deburrinq, washing &
drying in a self-contained,
portable unit,

• One machine to deburr
pinion shafts and spur,
helical or spiral gears up
to 1:8" diameter.

You Got I•.. ,

REDIN 'MODEL 18 WASHII N!Gi
&. DEBU:RRI'NG MACHINE.

to cause the gear rather rhanihe pinion
to be the driven spindle.

Redlin Corporation. unveiled its new
Model 18 Wash and Grind machine,
This machine eliminates parts handling
by combining in one operation chamfer
grinding, washing and blow drying
parts. The machine deburrs, washes,
dries and applies rust preventative at
one location in a single operation.

The PBM pol broach machine was
featured at the National Broach booth.
This machine has a flexible modular
design thaI offers from 5· to 50-ton

II!s your budget holding you ibac'k?

Can our sales department
Ask for a trade-in allowance on your old IRedin machine,

We will make' you an offer over the phone.

10 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

We now have a supplv ot
rebuilt Redin machines in stock.

REDIN CORPORATION
1817 18th Ave. • Rockford, IL 61104

815-398-1010· FAX815-398-1055

CIRCLE 109 on READER REPLY CAIRO

automatic tool changing and load!
unload features and is available with
CNC controls. It is designed with cell
and family-of-parts manufacturing
needs in mind.

The Reishauer booth featured the
new RZ 820 large capacity grinder with
a hydraulic tailstock, shifting with
closed collet, automatic balancing on
the spindle, and 820 mm capacity, suit-
able for grinding long pinions up to 800
mm between centers.

Ash Gear & Supply was demon-
stratingan upgraded version of it gear
calculation software program, GCP 2.
The program calculates gear data for
internal, external, spur. helical and
worm gears, as well as racks and
straight-sided splines.

Fellows displayed their new FS 180
Mark Ill CNC Hydrostroke Gear
Shapero This machine is designed for
both high and low volume manufacture
of the smaller gears found in automotive
transmissions. Its new "gearless" tech-
nology feature six ervo-dnven axe of
motion for higher speeds than were pre-
viously possible. The machine also fea-
tures a GE FANUC 15 MB computer
control, The FS 180 has a capacity [0 7"
(180 mm) pitch diameter and will han-
dle face widths to 11/4" or 32 mm.

Top: Th.e "gearless" Fellows FS 180 Mark 1ll
Hydrostroke gear simper in action. Bottom: The
Lambert AG booth featured .ajJordLlblypriced
mechanieal hobbers for fine-pitcli gears.



At work at the American Pfanter
booth was the P WO hobbing machine.
which the company bills as an "entirely
new concept in hobbing." The PlOD can
handle both cutting with high- peed
toolsand cooling oil or dry cutting with
super hard cutting material . It feature
a: mall footprint and i de :igned withall
component not directly involved in the
cutting proces located out ide the
working area for easy maintenance. [t

has anti-friction sl.ideway of the linear
axes Jar both maximum sliffness and
accuracy, superiorthermal stabilily and
a Siemens 840 CNC control sy tern.

Alpha I Induction Heat Treating
Center introduced aAlphaform ..... its
new formable induction heating concen-
trator. Thi. patent-applied-for material
isa composite of insulated micro iron
particles. pace-age polymers and a
thermal sensitive catalyst. The purpo e
of such concentrators is to decrea e the
amount. of energy and/or cycle time
needed to heat the part and t.chelp con-
trol. aim. focus •. meld and direct the
magnetic field, Alpha 1 say thai
aAlphaform can save from 35 to ·60%
on energy and cycle times.

Lo-Tech HigJIlight
Perhaps the most interesting "low

tech" item at the show was the center-
piece of a special unannounced event.
Wendy Young. wife of Fred Young of
Forest City Gear, auctioned off aspeeial
gear de igeer necktie at the Koepfer
booth, This tie. the last one ofa limited
edition. featured a design of bevel. gears
on a dark blue background. The winner
of the auction was Jim Gleason of The
Gleason Works, and proceeds of the
auction went to the AGM A Educational
.Foundation. Mi. Gleason was unavail-
able for comment about whether he
would actually wear this piece of rare
"gear art." ·0

Tell U. WMt VOl TIIinIL•.
If you found this article of interest andlor
useful. please circle 2110.

1.1 0Er. Gear Hobbers. Shapers, Grinders
and Inspection Machines

i.1 ....... nufaclure/R.IratItj: ••• uUd
of Your Barber-Colman MachinesI. parts/Se.rviic./ •• ,pair of Your
Barber-Colman,. Bourn & Koch Machinery

I
I
!
I
I
I
I IL.__ ... ..I

2500 Kishwaukee St.
Rockford, IL 61104
Phone ,(815) 965-4(U3
Fax (815) 96~019
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FI_JEE 1011E811-1 FilTER C:ITllll
»Le~gthen uiaser-based coolanl

life 5-10 ttmes!
:> Hot» to get bettergrlnds ..
:> Reducerool u'ear, dermatitis.

n Read about the advantages of pressure ft1tra.tion (or
water-based, oil or synthetic coolants.

n See bow eur thicker cake buildup produces finer
filtration fbr aU types of grinding - gear, slot,
surface, creep-feed, eenrerless, as weillas non-
metallic grinding -fiberglas, resins, eeramies, and
powdered carbon.

n Complete grinding or polishing systems for high-removal
effidency of fine, non-settling solids.

~II.III.;OBERLIN FILTER COMPANY
I

1

404 Pilot Court, Waukesha, WI 53188

(414)1S47-4900 .Fax.(414) S47-0683
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Watch This

inconvenient •.if nOI.impossible to lay your hand First, it is at pre em a giant. chaotic system till
NCAD1"s on, For gear people, the amount is still small, bUI under construction. with all the delay and hassles

Iii
lUI

be Internet. Big deaL Now that you've
dialed up weird politic .com, http://www.
Elvis sightings and alt.naughty bits,
what's online that's 1.1 eful? Anything thai

would make your job easier" an wer important
questions. solve tough design problems?
Information about, ay, gearing? Is there anything
out there in cyberspace worth the expense and
hassle of going after?

Yes. Behind the hype is a. reality: the Internet
can provide relatively cheap, very fast access to
.informationthat otherwise would be at least

ho :pag. it's growing.

National Center for Advanced Drivetrain Technologies

A AppAedR....-da ~.,V TheP_,..... StatIe UIIi-aty

aJe;'li~

Who We Are _d What We Do

12 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

Long before its more glitzy and bizarre aspects
became media obsessions, 'engineers were using
the Internet as a gianl electronic library/phone
line/coffee house/bulleun board for information
exchange, and as more and more of the Internet
uperhighway is developed, gear inform tion

buried in large libraries or available only to th.efew
who can spare the time and en h to go to Ell partic-
ular seminar could become available via computer
almost instantaneously.

A Few Cautionnry Remarks
The infobalm is not without its problems .

that implie .. The technology is also srill in its
infancy, and the glitches are by no mean out of
the sy tern. Depending on yOlIJ'equipment (and
that on the other end), you will encounter your
share of delays, roadblocks, blind corner and
dead ends to be navigated. Patience may be your
most important travel accessory on the informa-
tion hJghway.

econd, in spite of what many true believers
will len you, traveling the Net i not always as
easy as a few mou e clicks, but if .not gear engi-
neering either. The learning curve w.ill vary.
depending a great deal on your comfort level with
computers and on the hardware/software configu-
ration of your machine.

Be prepared to spend some time (and money)
getting yourself ready 10 travel cyberspace. A
good Internet experience requires thai you do
orne homework. But there's a thriving publish-

ing sub-indu try alit there more than willing to
provide you with guides on paper, disk and D-
ROM [Q ease your navigation.

Finally, don't II ume 'that what you ee on the
Nel loday i all that will be there tomorrow. Even
the most sophisticated web pages are not ca t in
tone. {Part of their beauty i the ease with which

(heir content can be changed and updated.) The
Web is growing exponentially, Just becau e you
don't see a particular ite today doesn't mean it
won't be there tomorrow or next week. or in ix
months. The distance between the promise and
the reality of the Internet i shrinking daily.



WWW-Main Street, Cyberspace
U the Internet is a giant, virtual boom town,

then the World Wide Web is irs Main Street. Ir's
where everybody goes to see and be seen, and thi
is a good first top in your search for good gear-
ing information.

Mo t web ite have the same basic configura-
tion. The first thing you'll ee i a "home page,"
which wlll have more or le elaborate graphic
de ign and copy telling you where you are and
what' available ar thi web site. Phone and fax.
numbers and addresses (both e-mail and USPS
"snail mail") are also often on this page.

This opener will al 0 contain a kind of table of
ccatents=-a list of other "pages' at the site. These
key de criptors are either in colored type or
underlined (depending on your computer sys-
tem). They are the "hyperlinks" that will get you
to other place on the web ire,

Suppose you call up the home page of a techni-
cal society. Among the key words is "Mem-
bership." You click. on that word and are taken
immediately 'to a screen that give you information
about joining the society. Frequently a form
appears. and, if you're willing to give your credit
card number on-screen, you can join instantly.

The same principle operates for the other
screen . You can look up inJonnation on (and order
or regi ter for) conferences. publications. special
programs, etc. Site may include complete lists of
books, papers, video tapes and other material :
available for purchase. Internet secutityis still a i
major concern. and most sites al 0 have an 800
phone number, which may be a wiser course to
take when ordering anything. On some sites cer-
tain areas-usually bulletin boards for information
exchange or options for downloading paper
andlor ftware-are open to members only.

Some organizations will list key member •
their qualification or backgrounds, their e-mail
addresses and direct phone/fax numbers. even
their pictures. What you. find at a particular site is
limited only by the imagination and inclination 0'1
the site provider.

'Cool, Sites
Many of the nadiuonal source for gearing

information have gone online. The Society of
Manufacturing Engineers (SI\IIE) has a site
much like the hypod:telicaJ one described above.
Along with membership and conference intonna-
tion, the site contains a list. with brief description ,
of 250 books, arranged by subject matter, that are
available for purchase from the society. There's
also a page for videotapes and courses. There's a
bulletin board. accessible by members only, called
SME ON-LINE. II provides employment informa-

lion exchange and other discussion groups, plus
manufacturing-speeific software that can be down-
loaded right to your computer.

The National Center for Advanced
Drivetrain 'l'echnoiogies (NCAUT) at Penn State
publishes its quarterly newsletter online. It pro-
videse-mail addresses and qualifications and areas
of expeni e for key staff members. There' also
information about the center, its functions and
capabilities, curremprojecr and its facilities.

The American Society for Metals
Insernatlnnal (ASM) has a web sire, but its web-
master cautions that it is still very much "under
construction." Work is in progre s to link its sue-
ce sful members-only bulletin board 10 its web
site. Along with membership information, the site
has a guide to materials producers, a database of
monthly magazines published by the society and
members-only di cu ion group and forum.
ASM i expenmeatisg w.ith. a number of other
site possibilities, and this is one web address it
might be well worth your while to watch careful-
ly over the next months.

You can access the gear research information.
at NASA' Lewts Resea.rcb Center from the
Web. Information about the Center' Tech Briefs
are online. So is information about opportunities
for bu ines and industry and technology transfer.
You can. get to the Lewis Tech Report Server and
the general NASA Tech Report Server from this
home page. This web site also has its own search
engine, called Recon, which scans a very large
data base of NASA research information.

ITIRJ and rNFAC can be accessed through
the home page of the Manufacturing Technolo-
gies Information Analysis 'Center (MTlAq.
This i a Department of Defen e- pon aced orga-
nization operated by HTR] to provide defense
industry-related information. From here you can
check on resources at universities and other gov-
emment ugencies. For example, the National
Center for Excellence in Metalworking
Technologies (NCEMT), the Univer ity of
Californ1a at Berkeley Consortium on Debur:ring
and Oak Ridge National Labs can alJ be called up
from thishome page.

The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers {ASME, has a irnple web ire which
outlines all its various programs. It also hilS .3

unique anduseful e-mail feature. You can call up a
imple form which allows you to e-mail questions

10 "Information Central." Fill in the blanks, click
the "send" icon and. your message i on its way.

AMT The A oclaUon For Manufacturing,
Technology began its site in May of 1994 as a.
way to publicize IMTS'96. Information about the

'If

'If

'If

rne Gear
Engillneer's
Internet
Phone Book

Listed below are
URls (Uniform
Hasourua Lccators],
a.k.a, addresses, for the
Internet Sites discussed
ill tllis article. ThiS is bV
nD means a compre-
hsnsive listing, New
sitas are added avery
day. and wa did not
cover every corner of
the Ne1 researching
this story.

User Note: URLs
ale notoriouslV user-
unfriendly, They must
be keyed in nacltl'. or
you won't get to tile site
vou want I! .,ou get I

message 10 the offllcl
that "W can't 'Find 1f11$
sits," the first 1f1ing to
check for is typos, And
remamber, all the dots,
slashes andsqu i~gly
lines count

~-
http:/{www.tmn.com/
8mt/index,html

.ASM-
hnp://wwN,l!Sm'lntl,org

ASME-
http://www.asme,olQi
asmel

IITIU·INFAC -
htlpJ/wwN,dtic.dla.miV
iac/mtiac/MTIAC,HTML

lndustTY.lN,I-
ht:tllJI_.industry.nel.

lycos-
http://wwwolycos.com

MIIS-
Imp:/!WWW,mfSoOrg!

NASA lewis R8188n:1I
Ceolll-
hnpJ/WNw,lerc,nasa.gov

NCADT-
httll://V'JVtlW,arl.psu,edul
divisions./rcmp/driJla-
lrl!in_cBnter/driva·
Ifain_.center,html

NCMS-
http://www,ncms,org

NISi-
http://WWW.nlstgov/

SME-
http://www,sma,org/

VAHOO-
http1Iwww.vahoo.com
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show, including regi tration. i available online,
Inovember. the general organssation's web ite
opened at the same address. It contains informa-
tion about the organization, member hip and er-
vices. Like many other organizations. AMT is
viewing its site as "experimental." Plans for
future additions to the ite will be dependent on
the response to these initial offerings ..

The National Center for Manufadnring
Sciences ,(NCMS) has an elaborate site clearly
divided between services for members and
'guests." The best information, naturally. is
available to members oIlly. but as a guest. you can
gel a jhorough tour of the organization's purpos-
es and available services.

The l\Ila.teriaIs ReseSf1Ch ociety (MRS) i
another group with a very rich ite.]t ccntainsthe
u ual j,nformat:ion on membership, meetings,
awar-ds. publications, exhibit ,etc., plus mecha-
nisms to allow YOLI to register for short courses.
An FfP (computere e for "File Transfer Pro-
tocol," the oftware necessary to allow you to
download information) ile i under development.
When thi is done, i.t will allow members and oth-
ers to share materials, informatica and software.

CommerCial Sites
Research, government and technical societies

are not the only people u ing the Net There are
thousands of commercial sites as wen. As time
goes on, more and more companies will be
putlingbrochu.res..produci lists and technical
information about their products on the Web.

At pre ent, one of the more interesting com-
mercia] sites is [ndustry.Net U's a business-to-
'business directory that works very much like a
controlled-circulation magazine. When you acce s
the site. you're asked a number of questions about
the type of bu ine you're in and the kind of

Ind'ustty.Net's
home page.

fIle fdil '!liew !.lo

You are now in the Marketplace Lobby

..... MAIIf11IUCI
CINII" noou lUTING

GUIDE.

. P[RIONAlINtlRL>l1
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information you're looking for, Then, once you're
"qualified •." you have free access to over 4.000
companies with web pages on the Industry.Net.
Online Marketplace. These companies offer prod-
uct descriptions photos, manufacturer and suppli-
er [nformation, downloadable software and
demo, catalog ,brochure and new items,
Among !he type of products offered ar-e engi-
neering software. PC and workstations, indu tri-
al control products and design tools.

Industry.Net al 0 contain: ill search engine 'that
allows you to type in the product you're looking
for and get directions on where to find it. The
company has recently cut a deal with NETCOM
Online Communication Service 10 di tribute its

etCruiser oftware free to Industry.Net cus-
tomers, CalI412-967-35(~) or e-mail i.nfo@indus-
try.net for more information.

Lyoos &: Yahoo-The Library &
The Phone Book

Two of tile most useful sitescurrently on the
Web for people searching out. ioformauonon par-
ticular subjects are Lycos and Yahoo. Developed
by Carnegie-Mellon Univer ity in Pin burgh.
Lycos is like a giant card catalog, p:roviding a
means of searching out peclfic information
available on the Net and directions for finding it.

To do a.Lycos search, you simply type the sub-
ject (say. "gear manufacturing") you're looking
for in the box shown on your creen and let the
computer go 10 work.

For the search on "gear manufacturing." Lycos
s anned 8,545.325 unique URLs (internet
addres es) in less than five minutes. It found
14,857 documents with either the word "gear" r
"manufacmringvinthem: B7 contained both.

Then it showed briefab tracts of the docu-
ments (en at atime and, almo t more important ..
lntemet addresses for them and !heir document
size, which i an important conslderation if
you're considering downloading. The first len
called up were on ubjecn including gear metrol-
ogy. ausrolling, face gearing, friction gears. gear
grinding. gear patents and the home page of a
machine tool manufacturing company.

Ya..hoo is more like the Yellow Pages. De e-
loped by two college students-many cybermil-
lionairesaren't y,el old enougbto have-it i a
series of menus. h divides the Web iruo categories
to help you narrow your search, YOIl start by
clicking on "Engineering," and Yahoo begins call-
ing up the addresses of Web sites that might con-
tain tile kind of infonnation you're looking for.

Gopher and WA.IS
In all the hype surrounding the World Wide

Web. it's easy [0 lose site of !he fact that it's not



the only thing on the Internet. There are other
ill£' nnation sources onChe et mal. can be just as
\I eful, ,Gopher and WAIS are ways of organizing
tile vast quantities of information spread allover
cyberspace. Gopher, named for the mascotat the
UniversilY of Minnesota, where it was developed.
is like the [able of contents of a book. You look
Illrilugh the various menu listed to ee if there'
anyllIing of interest in II particular area. WAIS
(pr1>DOunc-ed "way") taml for ""Vide Area
lnformatton Server." If like a book' index ..Even
if a subject didn't seem of ufficient importance to
rate a place in the table of contents, it might be
included in [he index. A with Lycos, you type in
'the name of the ,ubject that lntere t ' you,and
WAIS pulls up menu that contain possible loca-
11.0n to check.

The amazing (and a little cary) thing about
Gopher and WArS is that a few mouse clicks will.
suddenly bring you to a menu il'em like "Ubrary-
Oxford University' or "Search all G phers in

outh America." Some Gopher site are al 0

cross-linked 10. the Web. For example. we fir t

found the N[ST (National Institute of Standard
and Technology) site in Gopherspace, but it can
aho be accessed through the WoJld Wide Web.

The Local Coffee Shop,
Chat lines and bulletin boards are another part

of the Internet, rf the Web is Main Street.
Cyberspace, and G pher isa virtual public library.
chen DBS or bulletin boards, and dun lin
('" senet' new group in Net-language) are like
public kio k: or coffee hop. You pol a notice or
go in and hangaround and se what happen .

.BBSs and char lin are usually segregated by
topic. How yol.l find the topic you're searching for
will depend on tlte format your particular Internet

Nice provider use . "Nedquene' suggests that in
a chat room (where you CM enter a "live" conver-
sation in real Lime). you "lurk" forawhile.Iistening
to the 'Ongoing conversatien before bUlting in.
After you get a feel for the particular discussion
and culture 'Of the group. you just jump in.

One thing 'to 'keep in mind: Oil serious bul-
letin boards and chat lilies among expert and
professionals, you're expected to bring some-
thing [0 the party. Legitimate questions-even
from "newbies' or fi'rst time' III ers=-are wel-
comed, bUI you can get some pretty testy
responses to general questions that suggest
you've been either too lazy '10 do your home-
work or are clueless about tile subject "Hey. I
need a:ll the information you have about spur
gears," is not the way to win friend and influ-
ence people in thi part of cyberspace.

If you cannot. finda chat line or SBS about

• Industry Announcementi'

• Company Profile

• Demo Software

Again depending on YOII-< service provider, you
may have acces to a proee whereby you can
open a discussion group on a new subject. You
post a notice 'that says. for example ",I want to
exchange information on the ubjcct of gear
de ign with other engineer ." Then you wail to

ee if anyone re ponds.
We"re Not in .Kama .Anym.ol'e

The Internet i a whole new ball game in terms
of acce iog infosmation, 111e medium isalso
maturing ..Cyberspace is not populated entirely by
datele s seventeen-year-old propeller heads and
cranks broadcasting accounts of their abduction
by , pace alien. erious re eareh tools are where
the Internes began. and now m oftware is avail-
able to help those of us without advanced degree
lin programming to access them. Businesses have
also discovered the Internet and are in hot pursuit
of way to II e it.

Some gear information is .ilvanabl in cyber-
space nnw, and more will be coming. True, it's
still easier in many cases to just grab the phone
and call for information, but given the coofluenc
of more user-friendly technology and the demand
for moreand more information from everywhere
faster and faster, an Internet connection may
become an important item in your engineer' [001
box in the future. Even if YOIl don't feel if time
for you to, hit all entry ramp to me information
highway yet, you're going to want to be scanning
the traffic out there. "Cyber" is definitdy 3 pace
worth warching.O

IH'anUJ'WlIll's Ihom"
Ipagllllcce:ulld
dJroullh
IlndllslJy.N'lIt

Till UsWUt
YDU Think...
If you found this
article of interest
and/or useful,
pleBse Circle ...
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mach. supplemented by fonna~ eduea-
tion (and some hand -on lab) in manu-

facturing ..The selections allow for flexi-

bility. so the cour es can be tailored to
meet the need of the tudent and of his
or her employer.

The progl'::t.m is affordable. The pre-
liminary estimate of the full two-year

program is in the range of $2,500.

What do you have in the 'end'? The
Daley College curriculum has the multi-

ple objectives of I) providing a. strong
education :in mechanical and gear manu-

facturing skills, 2) helping enhanc the

skills of current employees and 3) devel-
oping long-term employee to cover

attrition and growth .in the future.
From my viewpoint, thi is clearly a

win-win arrangement: Employees

become educated in both hand -on and
college in miction and finish 'the pro-
gram as qualified technologists.
Employers strengthen their workforce
ba e and gain access to a con lanl
tream of motivated, educated future

employee • and 0111" community and
society benefit because we are leaching
practical. II sable skills that lead to 8, real

job at the end. It's good for our industry.
OUI"companies and for the :individuals

who might otherwise be stuck in low-
wage, lcw-advancerneatpesitions.

I'd be interested in. your views.
Please contact Mr. Prem Sud at Daley
College (312) 838-7836 or me at (708)
543-9570 if you'd like to be part of this
new program. 0

The !Next Genlerla,t,ion
of Gear Specialists

AG MA 'lila an excellent Training
School: for Gear Manufacturing. It's a
great product providing a great service

to the gear industry. Thu far we've edu-

cated 117 employees from 71 compa-
nies; tudents range from new hires with

no experience to company presidents.
Es eatially every class since December.

1992. has been sold out.
But what happens next?
Based on my conversations with

members and on formal urveys, the

bigge t problem we have today and the
most frequently asked que tion is,
"Where can ~ get a reliable source of
qualified employees?" The AGMA

Foundation recently completed a study
(funded by the Gleason Foundation) of
the needs of the gear industry in the
future and found •. not too urprisingly,
that education and training were near the
top of 'the list of concerns.

There are a number of good pmgra:ms
currently available that cover specific
manufacturing and design issues. Most

'Of us use the courses offered by machine
1.001 builder . AGM~ ha other educa-

tional programs, such as the Fall
Technical Meeting. Ohio State
Univer ity and SME, among others,
offer hort courses that .help us all. OUI"
own Gear Schoo] has begun offering
advanced course such as our Hob
Sharpening Workshop.

The e are good for the professional
development of our current staffs, but
what about the ill-depth training of new
employee ? What. about recruiting new

people 10 the field? Corperate-funded,

ICharles A. IB.rann:en
is the president of AGMA
and Ille vice president of

Overton Gear and Tool
Corporation; Addison. tt:
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Beyond A.GMAs .GearSchool
in-hou e training is beyond the reach of
all but the largest of our businesses, and
the lack of skilled personnel entering the
gear industry is no longer news. but a

fact of life.

What to do?
W'rnexcited to, report Ilrlal the Director

of Manufacturing Technology, Mr. Prem
Sud. and Dean of Skills and Manufactur-
ing Programs, Dr. Shirley Knazze, of

Valey College in Chicago have been
working on the problem and have pre-

sented a concept to me, which. if aCcept-
ed by the industry, could belp u _ fmd the

employees we need well into the future.
And this educational program can be
readily "cloned" into any community in

which our members operate.
The program would be open to any

student entering Daley College and
especially to current employees of gear
companies. Students would take two
courses each emester (the time can be
extended if students take one course per
semester). At the end of this training. the

student/employee would receive all
Advanced Certificate from Daley College.

He or he would then have three options:

transfer to the Ulinoi Institute of
Technology's Bachelor of MmlUfacruring
Technology Program. continue at Daley
College for an additional year to receive
an Associate's Degree or enter or return to
full-time work.

Full-time Daley College students
would Lake these course in the context
of their regular college curriculum. If
your company ponsored tudents, it
would be expected to de elop .3 cooper-
ative work/smdy program that would
allow them to attend classes While con-
tinuing to wcrkessentially full-time.

What win students learn in the pro-
gram? The curriculum is a mix of basic
college course, such as - nglish and

Based On' an article, "How to Find Good
Employees," I hich appeared inlhe AOMA
News Digest. July/August /995.

rell Us What You Think._
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, pleasa circle 2OZ.
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NILES, offers you what others can't. ..,CHO'ICES

GEAR P'RO:FUJE,
GIRINDING

ST-:ATEOF THE AR'hsuitable for single
piece as well as high votum« production

• Highest producthiity
• Low toolIng costs
• Easiest set up and operationl

Accepts any type of grinding wheel - corurndum, ceramic,
vitrified bonded CBN, electroplated CBN. Fully CNC controlled
Dresser on machine with oontinuous palh control for grinding
any type of profile modification, including radius in rool. fillet.
Automatic aligning of work piece to grinding wheel with touch
grindjng to lind highest spot for stock dividing'. Gear measuring
OIl machine. Grinding head for Intemal gears. Grinding of non-
involute profiles.

GEAIR GENERATING,
G,RINDI:NiG

IDEAL MACHINE for job shqps with constantly
changing manufacturing task

• IEasiestsettlng' up and operation
.' IHighestflexmility
• IHuge,workin,gl range

Fully eNC controlJed Dresser with conti uous path control for
gri_"dingl any type ,of profile modification" including radius in mot
fillet. Automatic aligning ,of workpiece to ,grinding wheel with
touch grinding to find the highest spot for stock dividing. Single
flank-, double flank-, gap" and! deep feed grinding method.
Gear measuring on machine. --

For detailed information, please contact
the NILESAmerica DWision of: IIIWMW MACHINERY COMPAN't'; INC.

- 44W High Street
West Nyack, NY 10994

• I . - _ Telephone, 914-358-3330
Fax; 914·358-2378

CIRCLE 127 on READER SERVICE CARD,
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The Next Step in
Bevel Gear Metrology

Hermann ,J. Sladtfeld

n recent years, gear inspection require-
ment have changed considerably, but
inspection methods have barely kept pace.
The gap is especially noticeable in bevel

gears, who e geometry has always made testing
them a complicated. expensive and. time-consum-
ing process. Present roll test methods for deter-
miffing flank form and quality of gear sets are
hard.ly applicable to bevel gears at all, and the
time, expense and sophistication required for

coordinate measurement has limited its use to gear
development, with only sampling occurring dur-
ing production.

The Glea on Works has developed an innova-
tive bevel and cylindrical gear tester which
addresses these issues .. The Phoenix@ 500 HCT
allows a performance-related forecast of the qual-
ity of a gear set and delivers data for tooth geom-
etry corrections. The first of these new machines
were delivered ill December.

New Test Concept for Gears
The Phoeni.x® 500 HCT (Hypoid Cylindrical

Tester) wa developed to determine the behavior
of a gear set under load and at realistic speed
before mounting it in the vehicle. The machine

Gear Rorarion

Single Flank
Gear Encoder Pinion Rotation

Single flank:
Pinion Encoder

!Fig.] - LocUion of the maln component of the universal RCT concept.
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! features a state-of-the-art combination of digital
I tooth contact imaging. high-speed single flank

testing and 3-D, structure-borne noise analysis. Its
mechanical construction is based on the c)-axis
Phoernx® free-form concept (Fig. 1).

Extensive analysis has shown that in roll tess-
ing, the quality of the results greatly depends on
the precision of the setup (Refs. 1,3). Solid-wall,
ribbed cast iron machine frame and spindle hous-
ings, preloaded roller bearings on slide ways and

optimally located linear scales and angular
encoders were used to ensure the highest precision
and stiffness. Hypoid offset (Y or "V"), pinion
cone (X or "H") and gear cone (Z or "G"), as well
as the shaft angle (8 or "a") can be changed. A
shaft angle adjustment between zero and 90°
enables the Hcr~testing of cylindrical as well as

bevel. gears. All. axes can be adjusted during test-
ing. Together with a gear torque of 72 ftIIbs ..or
WO Nm (144 ft/lbs. or 200 Nm optional) and pin-
ion speeds up to 3,000 rpm, this enables simula-
tion of critically noisy situations in the vehicle.

During actual operation of a transmission, the
gear axes are translated and the shaft angle is
deflected ..Optimization of the pinion cone in such
a deflected position can be accomplished while
under torque loading. The result is a pinion
mounting distance for the load-free, undeflected
state. During the pinion cone search under load
with adjusted (deflected) X. Yand a settings, the
backlash is kept constant. Because pinion speeds
of up to 3,000 rpm require adequate lubrication
during cycles, a flow of oil is periodically direct-
ed on the gear mesh. Four-quadrant operation
ensures realistic test cycles simulating drive con-
dinons, Drive and. coast sides can be tested. in the
arne direction of rotation, with positive or nega-

tive brake torque. Conventional testing using for-
ware! and reverse rotation is also possible.

In the 500 HCT tester, the chucking cylinders
are not attached to the rear of the spindles by
rotary joints, which would cause vibration, but are
integrated in the spindles between the bearings. A
newly developed lightweight construction con-
cept delivers a low-vibration spindle with mini-
mum inertia. All setup work, such as installing



and fasrening me draw rod, can be done conve-
nienlly from the machine's work area. The linear
Z-axis. which moves the gear axially, has a
spring-loaded. ball-screw nUL. which prevents
damage to the spindle in case of top-on-top inter-
ference during the Z- lide advance for me hing.
When the pindle nut is displaced by uch an
interference. a proximity witch i tripped. initiat-
ing withdrawal of the Z-axi lide • rotation of the
pinion and a repeated mesh attempt This rnecha-
ni m i also used to set backlash by advancing the

Z-axi to a metal-to-metal pesnien.followed by a
defined withdrawal of the gear lide. All' lides are
fiued with direct linear measuring ysiem • so thai.
the effective position of the Z-axis slide is always

known, even when the ball-screw nut is di placed.

The fact thill. the gear lide i loaded again I. a
spring also enables compo ite te Ling. A ingle
revolution of the gear with double-flank contact i
sufficienl. '(0 determine the face runout of the gear,
shaft runout of the pini n and an optimized gear
mounling position (with guaranteed minimum
backlasb]. U face runout and haft ninout exceed

predetermined tolerances. the gear el will be
rejected right al the beginning of the te t, and the

causeattributed to pillion or gear will be displayed

on the creen.
For designation of the machine axes Y, X, Z

and B, the traditional gear testing axisnemenela-
ture, V. H. 0 and a. has been chosen as the best
compromise between Gleason's traditional desig-

nati n (E, P. G and a) and the common world-
wide de ignations (V, H and '1).

All. test and measurements on the 500 Her
te ter can. be performed 011 cylindrical gears as
wen a on bevel gears. Thi mean d18t parallel-
axi gears for applieation where deflection nd
noi e are critical can be te ted for tooth contact
pattern, trucrure-borne :noi e and tmn_mi sian
error, just as bevel gears. can.

Laboratory and Production Floor Use
The 500 HCT measuring and testing machine

is not only a high-precision mea urement 1001for
the laboratory. bUI al 0 a 100% inspection tool for
the production environment or for quality control.

It i incorrect to assume that a production lest can
be less precise and hould be without advanced
mea! uremeru and analy is features . Today' . qual-

ity . tandards demand a full-featured production
te ling machine that brings lab testing abilities to
the shop floor. The laboratory investigation can
establish the combination of criteria to be fulfilled
by an individual gear set in order to pass accep-

tance in the vehicle. This can include require-
ment related [0 tooth contact. structure-borne
noi e emission or single flank vanation s, Wt i not

l.I L2 1 3 14 IS !6 1.7 LB. 19 2 D
Gear Revolutions

fig ...2- Measur~l!l-cnl lind slmdu!"e of datu processing for single nank tests.

necessarily evident beforehand if criteria forall
three test types can be established or if it is manda-
tory to do so.

Wtis qu.ite pas iole, for instance. thaI. the analy-
sis of vibrations a gear set transmits to the pindle
housing of the testing machine doe n t reveal a
correlation with the noi e in the vehicle. The noi e
levels of a "quiet' gear set may well. be higher on
the testing machine than those of a "loud" gear. ]'0

lhi case, the single flank test or a combination of
ing!e flank test and structure-borne noise analysis

will provide a criterion for testing,

Automatic test cycles are nOI. required in the
laboratory. and digital image detection of the tooth
contact pattern is only necessary in certain cases.

For optimum use in the liaboralory, the 500 HCT
has an operator panelthat pivots 90° and houses

two color monitors .. all hardware control and an
electronic handwheel. Wlljle tests and experi-

ments are carried out. the gear et and panel boll!
can be conveniently viewed from one position,

The handwheel can be switched to move an axis or
to rotate the pinion. Thu • the impleand practical
handling of the old mechanical testers i being
realized for the first time in a CNC tester, This
ea e of use means an enormous increase in effec-
tiveness. In production testing, tile electrcnic
handwheel can be used for setup. III automatic
operation. the panel may be pivoted back to be
flu h with the machine front.

!Dr. Hermann
J. Sta.dtfe!ld
is the direetor of
rest'areh and develop-
ment at lilt' Olt'a.rolf
Wor..cr.Rochester; NY.
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All options and features described below are

equally important in both laboratory and produc-

tion use. Specific software and electronic hard-

ware components for single flank testing and
structure-borne noise analysis will be discussed
later (Ref. 2).

High-Speed Single Flank Analysis
Circular Heidenhain ERA angular encoders

with 18,000 lines are integrated into the spindle
units of the Paoenix 500 HCT behind the froru
end plates. Their Iocation between the gear/pinion

and the front spindle bearing is optimal, based on
Abbe's principle. The integration of the encoders
into the spindle housing and the use of a positive

pressurized atmosphere protects them against
damage and 'contamination, All wires are located

inside the spindle housings 10 prevent interference

in the work area and accidental damage. Behind
the circular front cover, the encoder reading head

is positioned at an angle to eliminate all linear rel-
ative vibrations between the head and the encoder
disk, thus preventing corruption of measurement

results. Both spindles (pinion and gear) are COII-

structed identically.

The new generation angular encoders do not
transmit a current signal as conventional
encoders do. Instead they send a voltage signal to
the digitizing unit (called "IVB" instead of
"EXE," as in older systems). This allows twice

the conventional data transmission rate between

the reading head and rvB of I MHz (Fig. 2. top),

wilh full-time resolution corresponding to pindle ~
speed of 3,333 rpm. The transmission speed between

[VB and the counter OOaI1d is 20 MHz, allowing

measurement with a time re elution of 50 n .
3-D Structure-Borne Noise Analysis

Behind the front spindle covers, accelerome-

ters capable of measuring vibration components in
three dimensions are mounted next to the reader
heads 'Of the angular encoders. Therefore, three
independent signals are available from both pin-

ion and gear housing for structure-borne noise
analysis. Conventional testing machines analyze

structure-born noise by mea .uring only the radial
vibration near the front gear bearings. However,

the front bearings of a tester. similar to the bear-

ings of a gear in a gearbox, transmit both radial

and axial. vibrations from the rotating gear et 10

the housing. TIle Phoenix 500 HCT wa designed
to capture-all components of structure-borne noise
in order to parallel reality as closely as possible.

Since the pinion as well as the gear can induce and

transmit vibrations, both spindles are equipped
with 3-D accelerometers.

As shown in Fig. 3 (top right), the axial pinion

vibrations are measured in the direction of the X
axis. The vibration signals in the Y and Z direction
can be added as vector to obtain the radial com-

ponent (Srndial == [S/ + S/]I(2). Regardless of the
direction in which the largest radial signal Sradial

occurs, it is automatically found with a simple cal-

culation, This is important, since the orientation of

the maximum radial vibration differs slightly
between designs and even between individual

gear sets. The slightest variation can cause a fixed
sensor operating in only one dimension to become
insensitive to even significant vibrations in other

directions. The ensor on the gear side measures

the axial vibrations in the direction of the Z axis.
The radial vibrations are calculated from the equa-
tion given above.

Digital Image RecogJlJtion or
Tooth Contact Pattern

Even with CNC testers, unattended testing has

been possible only under very limited conditions.
Only when both the po ition and form of the tooth
contact pattern were assumed 10 be always accept-

able, and documentation of the pattern in produc-
tion testing was not required, has a fully automatic
test. been possible. Again setting a new tandard,

the Phoenix 500 HCT employs two video cameras

for the automatic recognition of the contact pattern
011 both the drive and the coast side .

The cameras are mounted inside the chamber
and can be pivoted in two directions. During
setup, manual pivoting of the cameras ensures that
the gear segment investigated coincides with the

Fast Fourier
Transformation

(10FT)~_z

W ~ lR:a.di.aJ. HzbWLH1· .._ .... lJ..u;'1 ....."I~.

!m'V

"I ,ilk • , , .•,\,1 Hz
~L.hl" -+~,t±:..

GearFFf

,,!4,..l 1\'. F *H • ty., Axial

Pinion FFT

Fig. 3 - Strt!!'l'ure-bQrne noise analysis measurement in 3-n lind data processing .
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center screen portion; thus, the oi lance and posi-
tion of the me ured object to the camern are

exactly reproducible without the use of pedal,
mea uring equipment. The video cameras send

their data to an image processor board (Fig. 4).
which delivers a data file with binary lnformation.
allowing 256 different shade, of gray per pixel.
The problem ofoil mist ob curing the view of the

cameras has been solved by a r.mit that remove
the oil, leaving no dirty compound mit behind,
and applies marking compound with a rotational

bru h to the teeth. To save time. thi i done while
the gears are rolling together.

Image ,data computation redefine tile 2-D

video image of Ihe picture of a gear egment into'
3-D information. To quickJy and precisely locate

the po ition of a tooth and its outline , a virtual
tooth was previously generated. This virtual tooth

is transformed ill the machine coordinate system

and rotared until it matches wirh the video image.
Subsequently the picture pixel within the tooth
contact pattemare mapped to tooth surface coor-
dinates, The contact information of all '.eeLlt
investigated is, superimposed on oaetoeth, result-

iog in enly one contact panern image each for the Fig. 4. - ontad ru.ognilionl syslem 'b)1video image' PI"OCeS!lJng,
drive and coast sides in wllich (he influence of

lighl reflections and camera viewingaJ1gle is
largely eliminated.

Tooth contact patterns obtained by video in this

way can be di played in color 01'1 the screen of the
HCT te ter and archived. In the autnmatic te t run.
the contact pattern information obtained is com-

pared to 'infonnalion for a master gear. The pat-
terns are stored. together willi the acoustic and
geometrical test results and can be used for docu-

mentation of latistical quality control.
Modular Design or the Test ,eyel.

lind SpeciaWOptions
In de igning the Her operating software, great

effort was made to develop a completely univer-
al, modular program truemre. which allow for

maximum tl'exibility for the individual user in
determining appropriate test cycle . The script
function in Fig. 5 lists a sub et of the bask fea-
ture required in a te t cycle. The e and m3l'lY
more ba it feature have been made into stand-

alone routines or cript function. Th.ey can be

caned up in random order and as often as desired.

The script functions or "modules" take th neces-
sary data directly from the test: Ilmmary to which
each i. interfaced, The summary i a. et of te 1

data c ntalmog all information on the gear design
to be tested as well as on the pecific cycle. The
order of operations comprising a cycle is deter-
mmed by dIe script commands; all data is taken
fmml.he . ummary.

Video Cameras

Master ConIllCI Actual Contact

. ubscrlpl Functlens
Steps

r-

I

IlPremesh Position (Gear Cone Retracted)

Advance to Mesh (Location I)2'
3 ~r- B_OC_k_I~_S_h_W_i_ili_~_ro_w -i1

Average i.lUCkJOloh

Run Test (Four Qurulranl Conditions)

Set Contact Load

4' 14 20

6 10 IS 21

Set TeM Load ~
ctI

Single Flank Test ~ E-"Vibration Analysis III: EF-------------~~------~I~
Move to Location n (Const!lnt Back.lash) CI)

Apply Lubricant

>- 7 II 16"-as
81E .... ......

E """" ! 12 17 """"I!!II"

::::Ien 9 13

5

18 Remove Lubricant

,191 Apply Marking Compound

22 - Take Video [mnge ·of Conrnct

23 SlOP Test

--I 24 Pan Load P~ilion

Fig. 5 - Mod!!l!If sLruduN of nCT tester op_eralion sortW!Lre.

To minimize testing time •. either all measure-
ment te ts al agiven axis position or the same

tests at all axi position can be grouped together
'10 organize the cycle. II i pos ible, for in tanc • 1.0'

perform a ingle flank test, a. noi e analysis and a
contact pattern recognition for the drive and coast
ide in axi position ## J and to make (he same test

in position #2. This allows terminatien o:f the
cycle in the first acceptable axis position.

JANUARVlf,EBFlUARV 19D8 21



Closed Loop Between Vehicle and Tester

The funning vibration of the gear set provides

an excitation to the vehicleas a. total acoustic sys-

tem. The various components of suspension and

body amplify or attenuate the amplitude of the
excitation. As the vehicle speed changes, these
vibrations excite certain vehicle resonances, which

in turn. transmit these structure-borne vibrations to
airborne vibrations, i.e .• sound ..The rise and fall of
these excited resonances are the perceived sound

in the vehicle as it passes through a resonant. "noise
period." The amplitude and duration ofthese noise
periods are functions of the entire vehicle system,
although changes to the excitation source (gear
set) can cause improvement overall. The acoustic

noise amplitudes transmitted by the vehicle can
ornetime be dramatically different from the char-

acteristics of the gear set alone. but the relationship
remains just a function between the gear set and
the ear of the driver (Ref. 4).

In order to establish correction guidelines. Of to
quantify the transmission function of structure-
borne noi e and deduce a quality criterion from it,

a mobile "sound analysis system" is being devel-

oped as a_nadditional tool for use with the Phoenix

500 Her. A laptop computer equipped for mea-
suring structure-borne or airborne noise is carried
in the vehicle during the road test. One Of two
accelerometers, each emitting up to three orthog-
onal signals, are mounted near the gear and pinion

bearings. A microphone i installed at the ear

Road Test

Structure-Borne
Noise Signal Airborne

Noi 'e Signal

Load and Speed Information

CNC Controller and
Noise Analysis System

Fig, 6 - Closed loop between vehicle and HCT tester.
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height of the driver, and its signal is fed to the

computer. together with the accelerometer ignals
(Fig. 6. top). Operation information from the vehi-

cle, such as speed, torque, load and ratio. if avail-
able, can also be input to the portable computer.

During the road test. the driver hits a push button
at the very moment he objects to a noise. This may

occur several times in differing driving situations.

Pressing the button adds a time-related mark to
the recorded information.

All results are transmitted by diskette to the
analyzing computer of the HCT tester (fig. 6. bot-
tom). Subsequently, the same gear set is analyzed
in the tester, using the same speed and torque as
existed when the test driver indicated objection-

able noise. Axis deformations will be simulated in
V, H. 00 and a directions by using a strategy of

search that leads to the most significant vibration

results, The levels of the previously known criti-
cal frequency bands will then be tran miuedas

numerical values into a file for statistical e alua-
tion and will be labeled with the grade the test dri-

ver had given. from at least four different gear

sets and test drives, a valuation scheme can be

established by the statistical program for u e in
100% production testing. Use of more rhan 20

gear sets will provide a degree of certainty,
depending on user-manipulated tolerances. which

has never been reached by past methods.

In laboratory operation, results of just one test
drive will be sufficient to calculatecorrective val-
ues for production. from the objectionable fre-
quencies. the levels of the first three harmonics of

the tooth mesh frequency and their sideband for
calculation of fourth-order flank: modifications. as
well as the simulated axis deformations for initial

correction of the tooth contact pattern location,

will be used a a trigger for correction,

Conclusion and Outlook
The Phoenix 500 HCT tester represent the

next step in thetesting and measurement of gears.
In the seventies. many gear manufacturers started
to use single flank testing and structure-borne
noise analysis. ]t was assumed that gear ets
showing small amplitudes above the tooth me h
frequency and its multiple would run quietly. In
too many cases, realiry wa different, The prema-

ture conclusion that dynamic measuring methods
are unsuitable to indicate vehicle noise re ulted in

the continued practice of roll testing gear sets on
manual testers and of relying on the auditory opin-

ion of the operator. The operator was told what to

pay attention to in critical cases. This information
was often a feedback from the vehicle concerned.

What was realized there. under simple condi-
tions, was an admittedly subjective, but quite



Fig..1- GI B de\'elopmenl S) tem fur bevel ,lind h),puidgear.i.

sophisticated acoustic measurement The operator cd to the "fine luning" of the tooth form (with
at the manual te ling machine look many factors respect 10.running performance and geometry)
into account, including different harmonic vibra-
tion • their ide band" changes from drive to coast
ami whining noi e during peed-up or slow-down.
All these fa tors generally re ulted from feedback
from the vehicle te l. After the test, the e perienced
operator checked the tooth c nta t pattern for
acceptable appearance. 1'he clas ical single flank
lest of the seventies could by no means be subsu-
tuted for the abundance of information an experi-
enced operator could absorb and evaluate during a
test cycle of only ,3 few seconds. .ar more sensitive
instrumentation and - phisticated evaJu tion tech-
niques, as are offered in the Phoenix. are neces a..ry
to cover and quantify all, the jrnpertant 'relevant
phenomena. The chief advantage or the new 'ys-
tern, however. lies in achieving objective results to
be compared against exact. consistent criteria.

Feedback from tile gearbox. wllich in the best
ClI e is obtained when mourned in the final prod-
UCI, is indispensable. even when the objective
measurement using the 500 HCTis made. Opti-
mal gear development and ptoduction testing
will be po ible with the 5001HCT in the future
(Ref.5). The chan in Fig. 7 how!> the Hers
important function along with coordinate mea-
. urement, The duplication of ba: ic geometry and
the detection of heat treatment distortion is the
ta k of coordinate mea urement. All ta k reIat-

are the domain of (he new tester. From the lest
results. changes of the (oath contact pattern posi-
lion as well as higher order flank form correc-
tion . may be calculated as necessary to correct
mesh interferences. 0,
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Introducing ... WinSpect™
Gear Inspection' Product Platform

The Idea ...
We threw away the old concepts and began using

fresh new ideas to provide you with the most
advanced system of its kind. Keeping cost in mind,
we used off-the-shelf PC electronics hardware and

New Concept ...
The future product platform for gear inspection is
here! The Winspect platform is a revolutionary
development available only from American
Sykes. By using advanced PC electronics and
software, this proprietary product platform finally 1
gives gear producers the edge ... an easy way to
collect and manage gear inspection data from a
variety of peripheral gear inspection instruments
offered by American Sykes or other producers!

3
....-

T.. IS"
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4
Testing
Simplified ...
Gear Inspection is
now easier than ever. Follow
these eight simple steps: 5

II~II"" n.· .. ~·,-.,,,.,.. I1,...__ I. TfOII;:'

I eli BEGIN I

6
"_alT_ c:r:::=J I

PI..- ~ I
1.Touch the Sykes icon
2. Enter Password
3. Home Page, enter part #
4. Input Part Parameters
5. Choose Custom Analysis, then
6. Test Selections
7. Choose Plotting Selections
8. Push OK button to begin testing

developed our own unique gear inspection
software and analysis system in the powerful

Microsott® Windows ™ environment. Due to
its wide acceptance in the marketplace and

its capability to function in the Windows ™
operating system, our WinSpect

software is setting the
worldwide standard for

Gear Inspection
Product Platforms.
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• American Sykes Company
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WinSpectTMGear Inspection Product Platform •..
the affordable solution to data collection, analysis,

~~~ and post-process management
~~~

Unrivaled
Flexlbllity. ..
Yesl The WinSpect Platform
allows you to test and
analyze your gears, then provides for the easy trans-
fer of key data into spreadsheets, data bases, SPC
software, and other applications run by the powerful
Microsoft™ Windows™operating system. Also, with
a modem internal to the PC, you can send data to
another location in your plant or to your customer's
plant any where in the worldl

Questions?
We are at your service
when you need usl By
phone, FAX, modem, or
built-in HELP.

Metrology
Program .•.
The WinSpsct Platform manages
the operations of these American Sykes
instruments:
• Model AMS-250-1 AL CNC Analytical

Gear Tester
• Model AMS-SH450 Mechanical

Analytical Lead & Profile Tester
• Model AMS-R125 Functional Gear

Roll Tester
• FRENCO Series Spline Gage &

Master Gear Test Data
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Also you may want to enlist the services
of our globaJ technical support team who
can help you nItrtItIt WinSpect Platform
to your existing CNC or mechanical test
instrument.

WIndowsI'M is a registered trademark of the
Microsoft Corporation.
W/nSpect1'M is a registered tradernar1I of
the American Sykes Company. a member
of the ISO 9001 CertIfied Devld Brown
Group of Companies. Our product Is

deeIgned and dewIoped In the USA and Is ~. . American Sykes Company
supported wortdwIde through a network of - ~~,. to th 1'::>__ ." _ . .4.a..I. __
rnemtler oornpanies. . . ~Utions r e ~r ....a"u~n .......
Due to our policy of ContInuous S.· E' 1302 Research Park Drive
Tect..1OIogIcaI Advancement. !he design8 ~-~ ~
l specifications of 0lIl' producI8 are subject - -, Beavercreek,OH 45432
to change without notice. Tel 513-427-0507 • FAX 513-427-9863
C American Sykes Company 1995

If you want to enjoy the advantages of
this powerful new tool, call or FAX the
WinSpect Platform product team at:

CIRCLE 1t8 on MADeR 8!RVICIE CARD



he American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) announced at Gear
Expo '95 that a national service for the
calibration of involute artifacts is now

available at the Department of Energy's
Y~!2 Plant in Oak Ridge, TN.

The service is part of a national program for
gear metrology that is backed by a $3 million
grant from the Department of Defense's Tech-
nology Reinvestment Program (TRP) and $4.8
million in matching funds, mostly from the

Department of Energy and the Department of Com-
merce. Tbeprogram is a re ult of a collaboration
among ASME, Y-t2, the National Institute of I

Standards and Technology (NIST). AGMA and.
Penn State University.

The service is the program's first step in
reestablishing a national infrastructure for gear
metrology that has been sorely missed by many in
the industry. [nI986, the National Bureau of
Standards (N]ST's predecessor) stopped calibrat-
ing gear artifacts because the agency's equipment
was becoming outdated and unreliable.

With no official calibration service for almost
a decade, U.S. gear manufacturers have had no
affordable, reliable way to prove that their mea-
surements were accurate. One time-consuming
and expensive option has been to send artifacts
overseas to the German or British national labo-
ratories tor calibration, The other option has been
to have artifacts calibrated by a private service ill
the United States whose measurements are trace-
able either to one of the overseas laboratories or
to the 1986 or earlier measurements performed at
the National Bureau of Standards.

Who needs Artifacts?
Artifacts are used by gear manufacturers to

calibrate their gear measuring equipment. Often.
a statement of the level of uncertainty in those

Traceability means that an artifact or end
product has been compared, either direclly Of

indirectly. with an artifact who e measurement
uncertainty is known. When an involute artifact
is calibrated by NIST or Y- 12, the owner is pro-
vided a chart showing how the artifact differs
from a theoretically perfect. involute, along with a
level of uncertainty for those measurements. ]f
that artifact is then u ed as a master to create
additional artifacts. the manufacturer will have to
add the uncertainty of his own equipment and
methods ro that of the original artifact.

Fellow Corporation. Springfield. VT. is gen-
erally recognized as the premier U.S. manufac-
turer of gear artifacts. In addition, Fellows offers
an artifact calibration service. However. all of the
artifacts the company has manufactured since
1986 and all of those it has calibrated since 1986
are traceable to the measurements made at the
national laboratory almost 10 years ago.

"Our most important need was to have one
source nationally that everyone is traceable 10.

Everybody is asking us to be traceable to NIST,
but a]] we can do is be traceable to our last check
at NBS," says Gerry Gagnier, quality control
manager for Fellows.

According 10 Gagnier, gear artifacts should be
recalibrated at least every 5 years, under the best
of conditions. When calibration service compa-
nies have to rely on old measurements of their

master artifacts, questions are raised in the minds
of their customers. What if the master artifact has
been dropped? What if it got scratched or dented?
A 101 can happen in ]0 years.

These concerns are important to companies
like M & M Precision Systems, manufacturers of
dedicated gear measuring equipment M & M
buys gear artifacts to ship with its machines so
that the end user can calibrate the machines.

measurements must accompany orders. especial- According to Mark Cowan, quality control man-
ly when the customer is a government agency or ager for M & M. master artifacts should be recal-
has ISO 9000 or other strict quality doeumenta- ibrated on a yearly basis. But with no national
tion requirements. In addition, the measurements laboratory capable of performing these calibra-
must be traceable to a nationally or internationally I tions, this was practically impo ible.

Building a Team
The lack of a national calibration service left a

lot of people feeling-well, uncertain-a bam the
measurement uncertainty levels being attributed
to gears made in the United Slates. "If you can'!
measure it, you don't know if you've made it,"
say Bin Rasnick, development engineer at Y-12.

Gear industry concerns about the lack of a cal-
ibration service were first voiced to N[ST at II

1992 workshop on precision tolerance manufac-
turing. This concern led NIST to invite gear
industry participants to a workshop focusing on
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gear metrology in 1.993. Here. the initial plans for

the national gear metrology program were bam.

The partnership between N[ST, Y-12. ASME,

AGMA and Penn State University wa formed. h1
September 1994, funding from the $3 million
TRP grant began.

The steering force behind the project is
ASME. The project is headed by Howard Clark.
director 'Of research for ASME's Center for
Research and Technology. In addition. ASME's
Committee on Gear Metrology. which i headed
by AGMA's Bill Bradley, act as an advisory
body for the program.

The first priority 'Of the gear metrology pro-
gram wa 1'0 reestablish a ealibmuon service for
gear artifact. Because the national laboratory at
NIST did not have the facilities for an ongoing
gear calibration ervice, the Y-]2 plant was

selected as the best location for the Center far
Gear Metralogy. Y-12, which began as a nuclear
weapons manufacturing plant. has one of the best
environmentally controlled laboratories in the

world, along with the right equipment to perform
measurements 0111 complex form .

"Because 'Of Y-I.2's experience and expertise
in metrology, they are going to be the point of
delivery far the gear artifact calibration service,"
says Howard Harary, a NIST physici Iwho man-

ages NIST activiue in the program.
Although Y-12 would normally be considered

one step removed from N[ST in the traceability

chain, the uncertainty statement that accompa-

nies calibrations done at Y-12 was prepared
jointly by NIST and the staff at Y-12. Therefore,
the actual level of uncertainty for these cali bra-
tions is not nece arily higher at Y-12 than it
would be at NIST.

With the involute calibration service under
way, the next step will be lead and index: calibra-
tion ervices, which should be available in 1.996
or 1.997,. Harary says. Eventually. the lab at Y-12
will perform ather type. of gear measurement as
well, including bevel, and spiral bevel gears.

Another objective of the national gear metrol-
ogy program is to develop and implement gear
metrology training and education programs. The
TRP partners plan ro have training programs in
place at the gear metrology ceruer in Oak Ridge
by April 1997. Perm State will have university

courses in gear metrology by October 1997.
The program partners also are working to

establish new and improved gear metrology stan-
dards. AGMA's Calibration, Handbook. Inspec-
tion and Wormgearing committee are actively

working an metrology standards. according to the
July/Augl.l IAGMA News Digest.

The Involute Calibration Service
The Y-12 Plaru began performing invalute cal-

ibration of Fellows 4.5" base circle invol.ute
masters in October 1995. The statement 'Of uncer-
tainty ays,.in effect, that the measurements win
be within .9 microns, 'Orabout 36 millionths of an
inch, 95% or the time, says Bill Rasnick ofY-12.
The service for a .. tandard' calibration co L

around $2600 and takes about six weeks.

The ational Metrology Center at Y-12 is
capable 'Of perfarming calibrations for involute
rna ter ather than the Fellows 4.5". but prices
and lead time will vary.

The level of uncertainty for calibrations per-
formed at Y-12 is "essentially equ ivalent" to cal-
i.brationsperfarmed by overseas laboratories,
Rasnick says.

Because 'Of government regulations. the cali-
bration service is not allowed to compete with

U.S. private industry. Therefore. when an artifact
comes in for calibration, the owner has to ign a
document staling that the ervices are unavailable
elsewhere. Because of this, many will have to

rely an calibration through private cornpanie •
unless they require a level of precision that only
the lab at Y-12 can provide.

"We're hoping that the net effect of the cali-
bration ervice will be an increase in our busi-
ne s," says Gerry Gagnier of Fellows. "Weare

now going to have a mare up-to-date calibration
thai our customers can rely on." In addition,
Fellows offers calibration of tile same artifact for
about $600, with a higher level of uncertainty.
Gagnier says.

M & M Precision Systems also sees the calibra-
tion service as a potential boon to business. "It will
allow us to ultimately 'Obtain lower measurement.
uncertainty for 'Our machines," say Mark Cowan.

The organizers of the national' gear metrology
program hope that enough interest is generated in the
industry for the progr ..am to continue after the TRP
gran I. runs outin 1997. "We are trying to set up a ser-
vice that will be self-supporting," says ASME's
Howard Clark. 0

Anyone interested in sendiag aninvolute arti-
fact to Y-12 for calibration can call the
Department. of Energy's, Technology Transfer hot-
line at 1-800-356-4USA.

Tell Us What You Think ...
For more information about the national gear
metrologv program, please circle 205.

If you found this article of interest and/or useful,
please circle 200.

"BECAUSE
OF Y-12'S

EXPERIENCE
AND EXPERTISE
IN METROLOGY.

THEY ARE GOING
TO 8E THE POINT
OF DELIVERY FOR

THE GEAR
ARTIFACT

CALIBRATION
SERVICE. "

SAYS
HOWARD
HARARY.

Nisr
PHYSICIST.
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usto customize a_tin
}VUr needs (including siJIGf8

__ toach operations). Our systems can operate
on any size gearsup to 200" 0.0. or
more.~I~rems~recomfflnrem
state-oHhe-art controls. automatic or
manual loading and areconfigured for
quick set-up with total accuracy and
repeatability. A machine can be tooled
for ring, spur or helical gears, pinions
and other parts. All machines can be
configured to operate in-line as part of
a manufacturing cell, expandable to
four heads and may be used in a wet
grinding config!uration.

Contact GMI to see how our versatile
deburring/chamfering machines can
finish the gears you've started.

The flexible arms can be
fitted with conventional grinding
wheels, CBN, pencil grinders, or
milling attachments, for maximum
versatility. Machines can also be
furnished with electric motors
(shown above) for brushing
operations.

---

8MI gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

GMI
6708 lvandals Rd.
P.O. Box 31 03a
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) 642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIR.CI.!E 11'9 on READER SERVICE CA'FID'
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oda)' motion control
systems are migrating

from analog to digital

technology at an ever-

increasing rate because digital
drives provide performance

equal to or exceeding that. of
analog drives, plu informa-
tion to run your machine more
effectively and manage your

quality program and your

business. Most of t'bis data is
simply not available from
analog drives,

The Interfacing Problem
For the past 30 years.jhe

motion control industry has re-
lied on a de facto'±. lOVinter-
face standard between analog

controls and drives. where
IOV equals full speed of the

drive. and + or - determines
the direction of motor rotation,

Although ilwas fine for analog
systems. this inte:lface is totally
inadequate for new, more
complex digilal technologies.

Standardized digital interfaces drive ahead.

Scott Hibbard

The digital servo drive teeh-

nology incorporales low-cosr;
high-performance digital sig-

mil processors (DSPs) to pro-
vide capabilitie well beyond
those of analog drives. How-

ever, in order to fully exploit

the potential of digital drives.
a well-defined digital interface

must. al 0 be specified.
Someeady digital drives

did interface to a digital mo-
tion controller via an analog
signal, but resolution was sac-
rifiQed, and noi e sensitivity

was a serious problem. Pro-
prietary. vendor-specific digi-
tal interfaces have existed
since the 19805. However,
they re trict the user to a sin-
gle source for both drives and

control and often limit flexi-
bility for future expansion and
use of newer rechnelogies.

Thus, the user's ability to se-
lect components based on ap-

plication need is limited. and

a substantial upport burden is
created when attempting to
maintain non-complementary

equipment from a number of

supplier.
Enter The SERCOS
Interface Standard

The SERCOS (acronym

for SErial Real time CQmmu-
nications System) interface
standard wa initiated by a
group of European machine
builders. control builders and

drive manufacturers who were
concerned about the impend-
ing problems of multiple dig-
ital interfaces. They foresaw
the benefits of a digital inter-

face standard that would
allow many manufacnirers'
drives and controls to com-

municate. Since its inception •.

the interface has been en-
dorsed by other European and

American manufacturers.
The SERCOS interface

will allow any manufac-
turer' SERCOS-compatible
digital NClo talk to any other
SERCOS-compatible digital
servo drive, digital spindle
drive or digital 110 over a
well-defined fiber-optic link.

With an open-architecture
interface, the machine builder

or user has the flexibility to
configure multi-vendor control

systems. choosing the bel
controls. servo drives. spindle

drives and digital I/O for the

swer your questions
about gear ma1chinery
controls and eleetrieal
systems.. Send your
questions 101 Mission:
Controls. P. O. Box 1426.
Elk G.rove, IL 60009, or
fa,x them to 108-431-66,18.

S'cott Hiibbard
is vice pre ident, Machin!!
Too/Industry Group',
Indrama: Divlsion. The
Rexroth Corporation.
Hoffman Estates; IL
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MISSliON: CONTROLS
operation. Controls and drives
can be independently selected
based on the required perfor-
mance criteria. No compro-
mises need be made by being
locked into purchasing all dig-

ital systems components from
only one manufacturer. SHR-
COS provides the user with
options. both at initial pur-
chase and for future expansion.

General Motors Corpora-
tion has recognized the ben-
effts provided by such an
open interface standard. In

May 1995. two OM groups
issued a joint letter to sup-
pliers which states. "General
Motors Powertrain and Gen-
eral. Motors Europe are
working togetherto develop
common standards for power-
train equipment. [We] have
jointly agreed that an open
digital CNC and drive system
interface is required for future
equipment purchases ... the
only existing standard that
complies is the defined SER-
COS interface. Therefore,
products utilizing iii SERCOS

interface are required by Oc-
tober 1, 1995, 1.0 meet current
power train requirements,"

About the Interface
The interface is not a prod-

uct to be purchased. Rather it is
a set of standard specifications
thai. may be incorporated into
any company's products. Each
control. or drive maintains its

own functions and features.
SERCOS interface com-

patibility provides additional

capabilities because the con-
trols and drives comply with a
standard medium for trans-
mission, topology, connection
techniques, signal levels, mes-
sage structure, liming and
data. formats.

The SERCOS interface al-
lows manufacturers to use any
product-specific features on
their machines, as long as the

controls or drives are SER-
COS interface-compatible.

The interface unlocks the
door 1.0 greatexpan ion po-
tentialas new manufacturing
challenges unfold. In addition
to allowing wide pread use of
today's digital technology. it
allows communication with
digital drives that may be de-
veloped in the future,

Interrace Features
Withll1e SERCOS inrer-

face, aile fiber-optic ring is
used to exchange data be~
tween NC controls and drives.
The fiber optics provide in-
herent noise immunity and
eliminate the immense re-
quirements for conduit. wiring
and terminations n rmaJly re-
quired with an analog inter-

face between 'the CNC and
the drives ..

Standardized message for-
mats are used for entry and
display of operating data and.
parameters. In addition, the
interfaee allows extensive real

time servo. and machine diag-
nostics andperformance data
to. be monitored. For example,
the Indramat DDS intelligent
digital servo. drive hasa built-

in digital oscilloscope capa-
bility .•allowing it to capture a
snapshot of drive performance
which can be transmitted over
the SERCOS interface to a
CC or higher level plant
corurol for analysi .

Precise 'liming and syn-
chronization of commands
and interpolation for multiple
drives is achieved with the in-
terface. All operating data
(command values. feedback
values, etc.) are simultane-
ously updated between the
drives in each cycle.

The specification provides
two groups of parameters.
The first set of 32.000 para-
meters is predefined for
CNCs and drives. although no



control system rnnst use aU of

them. A second set of 32,(XXj'
freely definable parameters is

alloued. providing tile flexi-
bdily For manufacturers to il'lr
dude unique capabilitiesm
their product, yet still con-
form (0 the pecification. It
ai, 0 leaves room to accom-

modate uture developments.
But What .About

Drnwbacks?'

Con ems about SERCOS
have appeared ill the trade

media. One misconception i
the number of drives allowed

on a ring. A y tern with eight

drives ha been described as

ally find that thi objection is
rai ed by other manufacturers

who have a history of invest-
ment in central control. It j

lmponam to note that SER-

COS was developed in re-
sponse to the emergence of
in~eUigel'lt digital drives. In-
teLligent drive perform many
of the tasks thaI were handled
by the machin control in pre-
vious generation ,y tems.

A parallel CIUIl be drawn to
the emergence of per ana]

computer, in the 1'980s. At
first, mainframe computer

uppliers were vezy resi tant
using PCs for anything

TIHE INTEIR,FA.ICE IS NOT

A PRODUCT, IT liS, A SET OF

STAINDARD S,PE.&!IFI'CATIONS

THAT MAY BE

INCORPORATED IINTO

ANY COMPANY"S PRODUCTS,.

all example 10 illustrate tim.-
ing. Certain writers have
eized on this as a limitation.

where, in fact, SERCOS can

upport up to 254 device per
fiber opLic ring. with multiple
ring available.

Another misconception is
that IERCOS. as a serial in-
terface, is [00 slow. SEReOS
can support tight],y synchro-
nized multi-axis motion, as
proven by existing applies-

tion .,in 'the machine tool, con-
verting and packaging indus-

more than terminal emulators,

ignoring the potential to
download mainframe tasks to'
PCs. In lime. [hey realized

thai. the PC could perform
many of the mainframe'
tasks, allowing the mainframe
to handle additional tasks. to

be downsized or perhap . to
become nothing more than
Mother PC acting as a client-
erve . Till fact didn't. bode

well, for tho e with alii invest-
ment in "big iron" main-

frames, but opened up a host
me . Manufacturers .offering : of new opportunities for
Ute SERCOS interface gener- : . maller erver manufacturers.

PJease'calJIIOO..S60'·fS3. today, for more irrformation,
or FAX your pri-"tsto 7,08-611·6840.

3S6(I1N. RiYr Road .' SchJl1er IPark, Il60176

Let ~rocess Industries. a leader in the manufacture of
Custom 'Gears. do your 'gear grinding for you!
Using Reishauer RZ-300 and /lZA's, Process Gear can
finish-grind ,external gears per your specifications:
Capabilities [nelude: 4 DP •.Q 48 IDP

7 Tooth and 'U,I"
Up, to 12" OD

CNC Gear Analysis p~ovides documentation of gear
quality as well as in process contml.
Call today and let Process Gear put their 50 years of
gear production experience to work for you.

-----

For More tntormetion Call
- - The Companies Of

11'800'860'1,631 Process Ilnduslrles

SPUR HELICAL RACK. SPLINE INTERNAL
HYPOlDOEVEL PULLEY SPKOCKEi REDUCER
HER.RINGBONEGEAR 80X OTHERS

~HOB8.ING
Gll SHAPprNG
[ilSHAVING

~

IGRI.NmNG
I SlaVING
I ROLLING

~MILUNG

~ITURNlNG

Im.- .. 8~_O..AC:
HING

...•. I CHAMFERING
DEBURRlNG

Ii:II HEAT TREATMENT
fill INSPECTION
ll1 DESIGN OEM

SUBCONTRACT
'CONSULTATION

MADE·TO·ORDER

..d~Ap'LUS
~ ". ~:gINEERING

P. D•..BOX. 101-31S, TAIP.HI,. TAIWAN
THL: 886-.2.54545'6, FAX: 886-2-'7181436
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Process Industries, a leader mthe manufacture 01 Custom
Gears, is now offering a gear and hob inspect.ion service,
Using OL r state-of-the-art MI& Me Gear Analy,zer allows
geometrical analysis of gear characteristics as well as diagnosis
and trou jleshooting of gear problems.

Ho'b Lnspection Iinciudes::
Flutel:ead
Thread Lead
Pressure Angle
Sharpeningl

Ge.ar In,!;pection Includes:
Profile (Involute) Form
Tooth Alignment (Lead)
Tooth S~acing Varialion
Pitch Line Run·out
Evaluaticn
Outside Diameter Run·out
Let us horp you prove the quality of your gears or hobs.
2 day lnspection standard,
Rush Ins~ection provides 24 hour turn around.
We also 3harpen Hobs!
3860 INI,fliver Road .' Schiller P,arK,IL 60176

Information Call
The Companies Of860'1631 Process ,Industries
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SP'lllRAtBE,VEL GIIEARS,
I

Spiral & Straight IBeve'1Gear IManufacturing'"
Commercial ~o"aircralH quamy 'gearing',

Spur, helical, sp'lined shafts, linternal & external"
shaved & ,gnlund ,gears. Spira~ beve~1grindiing',

Mil+45208- Mil'·STIl·45662, SPC

M.IDWESTG'E.A~DWE~ . C~NTACT' ..
& TOIJL INC, ~ ~ eR_AIGI D. ROSS

26069Grol!sbeck Bwy. . . {Bl0)771i·7580
Warren, MI48089 FAX(810)776·2322
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MlISSION: CO'NTROilS _
Intelligent digital drives

and SERCOS offer much the

same situation, Similar to the
PC used as a terminal emula-

tor, an intelligent digital drive
can be used to just close cur-

rent or velocity loops, as did

the previous generation of'dri-
ves. Their speed and synchro-
nization capabilities plus their
noise immune characteristics
offer an advantage over the
.±JOV analog interface, The
potential of the intelligent
digital drive is not realized,
however, until. its power is
used to perform axis-specific
tasks, In addition to position

loop closure. SERCOS allows
the intelligent drive to captu.re

registration marks, perform
homing sequences, provide

cam table functionality,

switch performance pararne-

ters in real time, capture ac-
tual motor temperature and
motor parametersv pmvide
backlash compensation, lead-
screw error compen arion,
adaptive positioning and
torque monitoring, thereby
tending to lower the complex.

ity and motion control over-
head of the machine control.

Tile use of SERCOS al-
lows the migration to true PC-
based NC designs and easier
programming method. SHR-

COS·based controls differ
from their analog-interface

forefather. Thus, the SER-

COS standard is to machine
control what the client-server
is to office automation.

SERCOS also offers easy

adaptation to different appli·
cations. A control that is
tightly coupled with its inter-
faces is less adaptable to dif-
ferent applications and less
able!o take advantage of
technological innovations in
drives, feedbacks or sensors.
The use of SERCOS with in-
telligent digital drives irn-

proves system flexibility, as

one identical drive can handle
multiple prime mover, such

a permanent magnet servo-

motors, high horsepower in-
duction servomotors (vector

drives) and linear motors.

The SERCOS Interface-A
Reality In The Marketpa.ce

SERCOS is an internation-

ally accepted standard. Thou-

sands of systems have been
shipped by manufacturers in
Europe and North America on
applications including high-
speed transfer lines, multi-axis
dial machines and stand-alone

milling. drilling, turning and

grinding machines. Multi·axis
applications such as packag-

ing machines, converting and
printing machines, material

handling systems, robots.

woodworking machines and
assembly and test machines
are providing worldwide man-
ufacturing with. the benefits of
the SERCOS interface.

Currently over 25 drives

and controls suppliers offer

SHRCOS-compliant products
worldwide ..In North America.

a number of suppliers support.
SHRCOS N.A., 11 SHRCOS
promotional alliance based in
Lincolnshire.R; Current SER-
COS N.A members include
Lutze, Inc., Indramat Division

of Mannesmann Rexroth
Corp., Motion ngineering,

Inc .• Pacific Scientific Motion
Technology Division and Au-
tomation Intelligence, Inc., a.

Pacific Scientific Company.
For moreioformaricn, contact

SERCDS N.A. at 1·800·5-
SERCOS or the author, Scott

Hibbard, at 708-645·3600. 0

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of in-
terest and/or useful, please
circle 207.
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part from 29 leading U.S. vendor, and
MaterialSpcc"', which contains over 100.000 data
sheets on over 25000 rnaierials from more than
300 worldwide vendors. The y tern runs on either
Windows'" or DOS and use induslly-~landard me
formats. including .DWG, .DBF, ASCn and .GlF.

ParlSpec include parts information about

machine components, including gears. fluid-based
power components ami electrical components, plus
a library of commonly used ANSI-standard fasten-
ers, Among the companies repre ented nee B ton
Gear. Jergens, Inc .. Parker Hannifin, mal1ey Steel
Ring. Square D, Timken and Wolverine Tool.
Mal.erialSpec include information on pI, tics,
ceramics, metal and compo ite compiled by
Information Indexing, Inc, (lnfodex), a leading sup-
plier of material information in the U.S.

But the library i more than just a pan and
materials 11t. PanSpec ha been designed 10

enable the II er to specify a part from a vendor.
call up information abcm it. view drawing and
photos and import the drawings into an AlIlOCAD
drawing :file a . a fully compatible .DWG block.
Vendor- uppli.ed attribute data, such as name and
part numbe lagged 10 each pan, are mbedded in
the drawing and can be used forgeneraiing parts
lists or bills of materials. Pull-down menus in both
volumes allow the user 10 call up vendor informa-
tion for easy ordering.

The volumes are also designedto be updated peri-
odically tokeep the material as current as possible,

System Requirements
The system does require orne fairly signifi-

cant compunng power to run. You will need DOS
5,1 or Windows 3,] or later and :1 386/486fPen-
uum® IBM or 100% co:mpatiblePC with a math
coprocessor. A :minimum of 2 MB of hard disk.
space •. a permaaent swap file of 65 MB and aI

least 8 MB of RAM are recommended. Your sys-
rem must also have a CD·ROM drive. Autodesk
recommends at least a dual-speed drive. A quad-
peed drive will. naturally, mak.e data acce thut

much taster. You will also need a VGA video dis-
play and a :mou e. Running PanSpec on DOS also
requires AUloCAD Release 12 or 13 for DOS.

The Prtee Tag
Thi ultimate catalog system doesn't come

cheap. Each volume call be purchased separately

New Views
A different way to spec and shop for parts

Nancy Bartel's

D nformation is the name of the game in the
90. We need more of it; we need i.1 faster:
and weneedit in infinitely manipulatable
and user-friendly form. In many case ,

getting it that w.ay is still omething of a Holy
Grail. somewhere off on th distant horizon. But
thanks to computer technology, bit by byte, we're
getting there.

The latest fixture of our design and engineer-
ing offices that may uccumb [0 the lure of the
electronic is the fat industrial products catalog.
Many major uppliers are now making pans cata-
logs, information heetsand brochure available
on PC-compatible ill k or' D'-ROMs. Why stop
,everything to thumb through 500, cia ely prinred
pages of spec when you can. call the whole thing
up on yOW" ereen with the click of a mouse or a
couple of key stroke ?

The "Killer App'"
By farthe most elaborate of these new catalogs

is the Mechanical. Library from AUlodesk®. It's a
two-volume CD-ROM set of partsand materials
specifications that works in conjunction with the
company's AutoCAD system and wi.th otherA cypical pair of PanSpec

screens for a gear set.
Parts dra wings can ~
importrd dirrcrly isuo (JIMr

AUJOCAD drawings.

major CAD software,
The library comes in IWo parts: :PartSpec"",

which contains information about over 25.0,.000

34 GEAR TECHNOLOGY



for $295. The complete set goe for $495. (Bo!h
are available at mtroduetory price of $199 per
volume and $350 per et until May of this year)
Autodesk is marketing the Library ramer like a
magazine subscription, The price, include one 6-
month update. Sub. cribers alo will be offered
renewal eli count , another page taken from pub-
li hers' marketing books, accerding to Chris
Hock, Product Marketing Manager for Autode '
Data Publishing.

, till the ease ana convenience ,oflbe y tern may
make it worth !he price. The sav.ing in time alone
axe ignificant, When you add up the number of
hours spent searching catalogs. comparing prices
and pees from different nippliers, drawing parts.
checking for and correcting mistake , and all the
other roadblocks to getting n product ready for pro-
duction. the ROI could come willi, Ilbe fu:st project.

Test, Drive
The Mechanical Library ound prelly impre -

sive on paper, but we wondered how :it would
work in real life. To fmd OUl, we gave a ser 10

Wayne Avers, a manufacturing engineer with Bley
Engineering in Elk Grove Village. a,a company
specializing in component parts, subassemblies"
machine and reverse engineering.

Wayne played with 'the ystem for several
weeks, using it on a 90 MHz Pentium machine
with 32 MB of RAM, a quad-speed CD-ROM
drive and AutoCAD Relea e n. He quickly
became a convert.

He likied the ease with which both. volume in
the library ran. He also was impressed by the com-
pletenes of the informati n in M teri ISpec. The
sy~tem contained the same information lin both the
DOS and Windows versions, although Wayne
admits the Window graphic are "cooler."

The feature thai sotd him on lite y tern was the
ability of PrutSpecto imporl. parts drawings direct-
Jy into an AutoCAD drawing, The way it works is
this: The operator pulls down menus which open a
particular catalog. Then ,3 menu IPOP' up which
allows him or her to put in the required parts spec-
ifications, If such 31 part is in til .catalog. a pi lure
of it win show up on the screen. Then another cou-
ple of mouse eli. ks import the drawing into the
larger AUloCAD drawing.

".11makes it easer to de ign more accurately
and faster because you don't have to draw in
parts," ays Wayne. "Y:ou know from importing
the drawing whether a part will work: with the re I

of the y tern. That ability give you, as a de"ign-
er, the freedom (0 be wrong. If one' pari doe n't
work, irs no big deal to put in another ....

He also point out that .it take . only a couple of
m use clicks [0 move from one catalog to another,

The only down ide is 'that on parts that require
a 101 of detailed pecification, suchas gears, the
system is sometimes slow in loading the pictures
onto the screen. It mould be noted, however, thill

00 the day we watched Wayne working w.ith the
sy tern, .. low" w a matter of 30 econds to II

minute" rather than instantaneously.
Pernapslhe mo t telling of Wa)'lle's comment.

in prai e of the y tern wa thi: "If I could find il.
on the CD-.ROM, ] would u e that pan rather than
take the trouble to. look for another on in a tradi-
tional catalog."

However, ~t's only fair to point OUI that we did
not test the system on a machine using II different
CAD system. Furthermore, according to Auto-
de k, whitle the library doe run independently of
the CAD system in place, the import feature does
not work. on systems other than AutoCAD. The
company hopes in later versions (0 make the sys-
tem more flexible.

The Supplier' Point of View
Wayne's comments are encouraging word. for

Autodesk and the suppliers whose catalogs are
part oftae library, but what about the re t of u ?
How does a company get to be pari of this new
marketing sool?

Autodesk has, big plans for its Library and wel-
comes companie wanting to gel their catalogs an
the sy tem, It has a full-time staff of five that
works with companies ro adapt their material to
the Materials Uhrlll)' format, The co t of getting a
pace on the CD-ROM depend on the amount of

information to be included.
FUture Goa:l

Autodesk does not plan to SI.Op' w:ith the
Mechanical Library as il i now. II. may break
downthe PartSpec CD into smaller sections with
more companie _lIpplying parljcular 'Iypes of
products on 3 single volume. Plans are also in 'lite
works for planuproce s/power and construction/
arebiteeture/engineering volumes.

The paper catalog as we ;Know it i· not quire on
the endangered species list yet However. as more
companies discover lite ea e and co t-effeetivene
of producing catalog on di k or CD-ROM, as CII -

tamers discover 'the ease of using them and as mar-
keting tools like the Mechanical Library gain
a ceptanee, the old paper catalog may find its high-
e Iand best lise as a doorstop while '!he speeeing of
pans and materials goes on in cyberspace. 0

Tell ..... Vol TlliIlL
For more infonnation about Autode. Mechanic..
Ubrary, please circle _

If you found this article of interest and/or useful,
please circle ...

Nancy Banells
is Gear 'technology l

Sl'1IiOT Editor.
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the AGMA standards no longer apply. The actual
point of contact of the mating gear must be tudied

to prevent interference. primarily at the point
where 'the involute and fillet join.

Since nabbing is the most desirable method of

CII tti ng gear teeth, a basic rack, II ually the rack: of
a nob already available, win be assumed for the

design process. However, when the gear goes into

production, it may be cut with a shaper cutter for
various reasons. When this happens, even though

the gears may be operating all a tandard center
distance, it is possible that the tip of the mating
gear will drag in the fillet of the small gear. This

conditionresults in noise and high sires es and is
evidenced by II shiny area. near where the fillet and
involute join. This article discus espossible rea-

sons for this and illustrate the phenomenon with
computer graphics. The writers do not know of any

empirical equation that will predict this condition.
The basic design rule to prevent interference in

the fillet applies to all gears. These rules specify
that the tip of a mating gear involute profile must
male contact between the tangent points on the
line tangent to the two base circles, A basic rack.
represents a gear with an infinite number of 'teeth,

and a. hob with this profile and the usual standard

proportions will provide "run out" clearance in the
fillet area for gears with finite numbers of teeth. An

interference exception would be a mating gear
tooth with a very large chamfer. which could still
bottom out in the root This should always be
checked. If the outside diameter 0:1' the mating gear
exceeds the above criteria, it may drag in the fillet.

When it is decided to cut the gear with a shaper
cutter. it is nol too difficult to design the shaper
cutter profile to generate the required involute
curve. The process is similar to designing a mat-
ing gear. The outside diameter of the shaper cutter
is calculated to give the arne root diameter, and
the assumption is that the fillet will be recessed
enough to prevent interference.

It is difficult to predict if a design will lead to
dragging in the fillet To better understand what .i
going on, we need to study the generating path of

the cutter. A computer program has been devel-
oped to graphically represent a poms-by-pomt

Avoiding Interference In
Shaper-Cut Gears

D n the process of developing gear trains, it

o~caSi.onal.lY occurs t..h.at the tip of,one ge.ar.
WIll drag Itl title fillet of the mannggear,
The first reaction may be to assume that

the outside diameter of the gear is too large, This

article is intended to show that although the gear
dimensions follow AGMA guidelines, if the gear

is cut with a shaper, the cutting process may not

provide sufficient relief in the fillet area and be the

cause of the interference.
In 1982. J. Colbourne presented an ASME

paper entitled "Gear Tooth Interference," which

described the possibility of this type of interfer-
ence and gave a mathematical analysis showing

that it could exist. He also suggested that there
probably would not be interference if the mini-
mum root clearance was .25 m (module) (.25/dp).
This condition is too restrictive when designing
gears for maximum strength or high contact ratio.

Frequently the inner bore of a gear also limits the
depth of the root. The Colbourne paper al a
describes the mathematics of the relationship of a
shaper cutter and a gear that can be used to predict
interference. This article extends the discussion by
showing that a very important criterion. is the
number of teeth, or diameter, of the shaper cutter.

In the design of custom gear , it is the usual
procedure to incorporate the dimensions of the cUI.-

ter in 'the design. When designing gears for high
contact ratio or high pressure angle requirement,r-------.--------------~

Involulc.·_---~_:\__;
IS-Tooth Gear

Path .of nO-Tooth

Fig. I - Tro helds for different cutters
generating an lS"looth gear.
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Fig. .2 - Fillets generated by different
sized shll,pus.
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120-Tooth /\\
Mating Gear

0.1 m Radius Corner

Fi,g. 3 - EJIed of radius added 110 co ner of
shaper loolh compared to sharp eorner,

I r
I I

'/ I
Mating Gear '" " I~=::~f

6O-Toolb
Mating Gear

OD Reduced 0.1 m

Standard 00

Sharp Corner Cutter

0.1 m Radius Corner

Involute

Shaper With
Sharp Cnrner

Fig. 4 - EfJed of radius added to corner of
shaper tooth comparedto sharp, comer when
mating gear has 60 Instead of 1201eelh.

Fig. 5 - Effect of reducing the dlarneter of
lh mating gear by 0.1 m,

path of the cutter for comparison with a point-by-
point plot of the path of the tip of the mating gear.
An overlap in the fillet area indicates interference.

The trochoidal path of the tip of a ba ic rack
(hob) will be quite narrow, depending upon how
deep ir goes. below the generating pitch circle. For
haper cutters and mating gears, the trochoids will

be wider. assuming the arne depth below the gen-
erating pitch circle, The fewer the number of teeth
ill the mating gear or the shaper cuuer, the wider the
trochoid (Fig. I). Also. llIe greater the addendum of
the cutter. the wider the trochoid. Since the trochoid
of a shaper cutler will be wider than that of a hob.
the expectation is thai there will be more clearance
in the fiUet area when using a shaper cutter.

However. 'the orientation (centerline) of the tro-
choid will not be the amefor a haper and hob.
The shaper tooth is thinner !han a. hob tooth at tile
tip; therefore, the centerline of thenochoid for the
shaper tooth tip that cuts the fillet is further from
the center of the tooth of the gear, and thi feature I
thickens the gear tooth in the fiUet area (Fig. 2). The i
smaller the number of teeth in the shaper, the thin-
ner the tooth tip and the thicker the gear tooth fillet
profile. The hlgherthe pressure angle of the cutter.
the thinner the tooth is at the tip and, again. the
thicker the haper-generated tooth is ill the filles
area. For emphasis, the plots in all figures have
been expanded horizontally four times.

To,demonstrate the effect of a radius on the tip
of the shaper cutter. Fig. 3 hews that the overlap
(interference) of the path of the mating gear is
s.ignificanUy greater !han for a fillet generated by
a sharp-cornered cutter. Most 'shaving cutters have
some form oftip modification. frequently a loped
urface. which may be the best choice for least

interference.
Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the size of the

mating gear. Byredudng the number (If teeth

from 120 in Fig. 3 to 60 in Fig. 4, the interference
hewn in Fig. 3 becomes borderline when fillet-

cut with a shaper wilh harp comers at the tip.
Significant interference exists when the tip of the
cuuerhas a radius.

Fig. 5' hows the re ult when the outside diarn-
eter of the mating gear is reduced by 0.1. m. This
minor change .ill outside diameter results in a tro-
choid for the mating gear that i a little shorter and
narrower. It 110 ionger interferes with a fillet gen-
erated with a harp-cornered haper; however, il.
may for a cutter with a radiu .

To summarize, the fol1ow.ing conditions may
create a conditionfor interference in the filles of a
gear cut with a shaper cutter.

1. A gear set with II large ratio. In this situation,
the large gear may travel a considerable distance
below the base circle with a trochoid loopthat is
narrow and nearly traight toward the center of the
gear. U will tend to intersect the fillet of the
shaper-cut small gear that does not have a suffi-
ciently recessed fillet.

2. A gear cut with a shaper cutler with .3 small
number of teeth, a large tip radius and a short
addendum, All these parameters contribute to a
thicker fillet in a small gear.

When recycling shaper cutters, ornetimes only
a small shaper is available. In such cases, the pos-
sibility of .inlerference should be investigated. 0

Reference:
I. Colbourne. J, R. "Gear Tooth Interference," ASME Paper
82-DET-128. Presented at. the Design & Production
Engineering Conference, Washington, D.C., Sept, J982
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M,ea:sure,men't Error
Induced by Measuring over

Pins mstead ,of:18,alls
IRichard D', Keiper

iiihe purpose of this artiC': ~s to clari~ some
termsand methods u ed ID measunng the

I size of gears. There is also all eX,Planation
given of the error induced and how to cor-

rect for it in certain ca es when 'the measurement
is made using pin instead of balls,

Different .Method ,of Measuring 'Gears
Gear size can be specified in many ways. One way

is to express the size of a gear in terms of tooth

thickne s=-transverse circular tooth thickness,
normal circular tooth thickness, transver e
chorda] tooth thlckness or normal chordal tooth

thicknes . Another way i to express size in term
of what might be seen on a tight mesh rolling
checker=functional tooth thickness, center dis-
tance, pitch. radius, or pueh diameter. Another way
is to express size in terms of an over-ball or over-

pin dimension. This la !method is the most wide-
ly accepted way of specifying the size of a gear
because it is, the quicke t and easiest way of mea-

suring' ize.
Measuring Us'hlg Ballsand Pins

Actually tile terms "over ball " and "over pins"

apply only to external gears, Internal gears are
measured "between balls" or "between pins," but

because external gears are far more common than
inlernal ones, the term "over" sometimes gets

used universally.
The terms "over balls' and "over pins" are also

sometimes misapplied with external gears. This
happens when the measurement called for is acm-

ienratiou of year and pill anvils

ally a "dimension over one ball" or a "dimension

over one pin.' To measurea gear over one ball or
pin, an arbor is used to establi h the center, which
is the zero reference for the mea urement. All

external gears can be measured over one ball or

over one pin.
All external spur gears can be measured over

two bailor over 'two pins, but when the gear
being mea ured has an odd number or teeth, Ihe
dimension over two balls or pins is less than twice

the dimension over one ball or pin beeaus e no two
tooth spaces will lie on a. diameter. What is actu-

ally being measured in that case i a chord. not a
diameter. To eliminate any confusion, some

designers always specify the size of external gear
asa dimen ion over one ball or pin and never as ,a

dimension over two baltls or pins.
In the case of internal gears, size:i always

specified intenn of "between balls" or "berwe n

pin" ince, in mo tea e • there is. noway 'to estab-
lish the center ofthe gear to measure a. dim n ion
"between one ball" or "between one pin."

U fog Pins Instead. of' Ball .
Theoretically. for external gears with an even

number of teeth. the dimension obtained by mea-
suring over two balls will be the same a the

dimension obtained by measuring over two pins
of the same diameter. In practice, ometimes, such
as when the parris hobbed.jt is desirable to mea-
sure over twe pins instead of over two balls. In
thai ca e. a Mil may fall iothe scallop of' jhe

bobbed tooth on one measurement and then ride
up on a high spot of the hobbed surface 011 the
next measurement. This causes the measurements
to be inconsistent, making it difficult to determine

what size the gear really is.
When pins are used instead of balls, they con-

tact only Lite high spots of the hobbed surface

every time the gear is measured, This makes the
readings consisteru.jhereby making il possible 1.0

controlthe size of the gears. However, when two
pins are used to measure helical gears with an odd
number of teeth, a measurement error is induced.



Whenever pins are used to measure internal heli-
cal gears, an error is induced. In this article we
will deal wilh external helical gears only.

Censsruetion of Measuliing Instruments
The accepted method of eon tructioa for pin

micrometers and for specialized over-pin measur-
ing instrumenrs is to constrain the two pins to
alway lie in plane thaI are parallel to oneanoth-
er, This is done by rigidly mounting the pins to

anvils whose axes lie on the same line; in other
words. the anvil shafls are coaxial. The anvil
haft are free to rotate 360°.

The orientation of the gear and the pin microm-
eter in the following example i withlhe axis of tile

gear vertical and the anvil shafts of the micrometer
lying in the transverse plane ( ee Fig, O.

Errnr Induced by U ing Pins
1:0 illustrate wbat happens when one tries to

measure an external helical gear with an odd num-

ber of teeth over pins. let's imagine lh.at we can
remove the pinanvils from the pin micrometer.

Let's ay that we want to measure an extemal
helical gear u ing CWo pins in tead of two balls.
The gear has [3 teeth, a helix angle of 30°, a
de ign pitch diameter of 1.53 I" and a dimension
over two ..125" diameter balls of L825". Let'
assume that the pin contact diameter of the gear i
exactly atthe de ign pitch diameter, which is II 11-

ally pretty close to being the case for most gears

and pin sizes.
Now, with the anvils removed from lite pin

micrometer, we engage the pins in tooth spaces on
the gear that. lie as do e to a diameter as possible.
with the axe of tlJe anvils lying in the same trans-

verse plane.
In order for the axes of both anvil shan to lie

in the same transverse plane, they roll I lie on
radius lines of the gear, with both pins fully
engaged. in the tooth paces. The e radiu line
will be separated by an angle of 360°/(2·13) or
13.846°. In other words, the angle between each
anvil shaft and the horizontal line that intersect
the axis of each shaft atthe centers of the pins (of
each anvil) is 13.846°12, or 6.923° (see F.ig. 2).
Since this is not the configuration the hafts are
constrained to be in when they are in the pin
micrometer. it is clear that there will be an error
induced when they are moved '10 that position,

Assuming the pin contact diameter of the gear was

exactly at the de ign pitch diamete« the angle
between the vertical plane in which 'the anvil shaft

lie 311d the axi of the pin is the helix angle of the
gear or 30° ..

To determine the amount oferror induced, we
need to calculate how much the pins move when
the anvil hafts are moved to be coaxial to each

Fig. 2 - Pin anvils removed 'rom nucrcmeter With pins fully engaged III loath

spaees of gear.
- --- ---- -- -

01 Swingl

Fig. 1 - Direction of swing of right-hand anvil shaft, Left-hand anvil shah
swings the sallie amount in the opposite direction.

Axis 0' Shllft
When .Anviils Lie 0-

Radiall Unes iuhe
~_~ tlransverse P,l'ane,

.~~.- ..."'"" ...~~......
3..997" . _ ~~.:::.-.,.. ..

(A IS'· tfI DlrectllOn -~' . ~'"
.nge wung!n '~, 01 Swing . . '~'r~""!Venica,l PI'ane'. '.

s.m· A·
iA~ngl~eSwung iin Axis of Shah Alter
thel Transverse Swingingl A.JIvils :So
IPlaoel' IhatThey IBoth !.iein

the Same Vertical Pl'ane
fig.4 - New position 01anvil shafts alter swmqmq them 10 lie in the same

vertical plane.

other. They now lie in the same transverse plane.

but not all the same chord by 00 angle of6.923°. To
move them first swing the shafts of the anvils so

that the pins stay engaged in the tooth spaces and
rotate about their (the pins') axes (see Figs. 3--4).
When we do Uris, both anvil shafts lie in the same
vertical plane, but they are not coaxial, and they do

Ric'h8l1d DI, Keiper
is .Q product engineer

wil'll Moore Products Co.
Gage Division, Spring
House, PA.
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not lie in the transverse plane anymore .. After we

have swung the anvil shafts. the angle between

these shaftsand the transverse plane is 6.923° •.(tan
30°) or 3.997°. So, to move both anvil. shafts to be

coaxial and lie in the transverse plane. we need to
swing them both in the same vertical plane through
an angle of 3.997° (see Fig. 5).

When we do this, the positions of the pin anvils

are what they would be if constrained in the pin
micrometer. If the line of contact on the tooth
were a straight line instead of a helix, the amount
that the center of each pin (i.e .• the point of inter-
section of the axis of the shaft and the axis of the

pin) would move out away from the center of the
other pin would be equal to ha]f the verticallength

of each pin times the tangent of the angle of
swing. or V[( (U2) •. (sin 30°) •. (sin 6.923°)}2 +
I(U2) •.(cos 30°)} 2] •. (tan 3.997°), where L is the

length of the pins (see Fig. 6).

But since the line of contact is a helix, the
amount that the helix moves out of the plane that

is perpendicular to the axis of the anvil shaft.
over half the length of the pin, must be subtract-
ed from the amount the pins move out away

from each other. The amount the helix moves
out from the plane is equal to (L53I12) • [1-
cos{360°' (U2)· cos(90"- 300)/(1t· L53I)}].

The expression thai describes the amount that
the center of one pill moves out away f:rom the

center of the other pin then becomes V[ r (U2) •
(sin 30°) • (sin 6.923"}}2 + {(U2) • (cos 300)Pl •.
(tan 3.997°) - (1.53 [/2) • ([-cos{360° • (U2) 0

cos (90"- 30°)/ (It· 1.531)}].

Since this is the amount that each pin moves
out, the total amount of error is twice this amount,

Axis o. S·hafl Before
Verticall Swingl

position of anvil shafts after swinging them in the vertical

n the same transverse plane and be coaxial
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or 2 • {vI{ (U1) • (sin 30") 0 (sin 6.923°))2 + HU2)

• (cos 30°) Pl'· (tan 3..997°» - 1.53 l •.
[l-ees {360° • (Ul)· co (900-30D)/(It. 1.531)1).

In general form, this error is expressed as

e = 2' (V[{(U2) • (sin '1') • (sin(360"/4N)}2
+ f(U2) • (cos'l')}2] • (tan«)60o/4N)tanljl)))

- PD· [I-cos {360°· (U2)
• cos (900-1jI)/(1t .• PD))]. (1)

Since the q-uantity {(m) • (sin 1jI)' ( in(3ro°/4N)} 2

will always be essentially zero (except for ero s-axis
gears), the general form can be approximated by

e = L' (cos \jI) • [tan«360° /4N)tan '1'))
- PD. [L-eos {360° 0 (ill)

• cos {900
_ \IJ)/(1t· PD)Il. (2)

where: e '" error
L = length of pins
N = number of teeth in gear

\jI = helix angle of gear

PD '" pitch diameter of gear
This approximation is only accurate whenlhe

pins are relatively short. When the gear tooth is rel-
atively long and the pins are relatively long, that is.
long enough that the pin intersects the vertical plane

that passes through the diameter of the part and is
parallel to the anvil shafts, then the error is 110 longer

a function of the length of the pins (see Fig. 7).
The length of the pin that is needed to intersect

this vertical plane is given by

CL '" PD " (sin (360014N))I(sln'\ll). (3)
where: CL= critical length of pins

PD = design pitch diameter of gear

N = number of teeth on gear
0/ = helix. angle of gear

In our example the pin length that intersects

this plane would be ] .531. " (sin (360°/52)/( in
30°) = .369".

When the pin length. i greater than or equal, to

this "critical length," and the tooth on the gear is
long, then the error is limited to the error calculat-

ed from Equation 2, usingthis CL as the length of
the pins.

In order for the critical length ofthe pins to be
the limiting factor, the tooth length on the gear

must also be greater than or equal to the critical
length of the pins.

TIle tooth length on the gear can be approxi-
mated by

TL = FW/cos '\II. (4)
where: TL = tooth length on gear

FW = face width of gear

'I' = helix angle of gear
When the pin length i. greater than the critical

length, but the tooth length is less than the critical

Iengjh, then the error is limited to the error calcu-
lated from Equation 2, using this TL as the length
of the pins (see Fig. 8).



Then the error can be calculated by u ing the
least ofthe three I.engths-actual pin length, criti-
cal pin length (Equation 3) or tooth length (Equa-
Ijon 4)1as the pin length lin Equation 2.

Inour example the limiting factor is the critical
length of the pins. When we use this as the length
in Equation 2. we obtain: e = .369' • (cos 30D

) •

(tan(360D/52) • tan 30°» -1.531 • [I-ces {360° •
1(.~845)· cos (60°)/4.8]01] = .0112".

This error would have to be subtracted from
the measurement obtained using pin to obtain the
correct dimension over balls for this gear. 1 I

It should be noted that when pin honer (ban the
critical length are u ed, Or when the tooth length
on thegear is less than 'the criticallength, the pins
contact the gear at a point. In theory, the type of
contact between the pin and the gear teeth is
always, point contact, but when the pins and the
teeth are sufficiently long, the line on tne surface
of the pin parallel to the pin's axis that contact the
gear teeth are tangent to the involute helicoid at
the contact diameter of thegear, TIti is not the
case when 'either the pins or the gear teeth are less
than the cntlcal length. When the pin length. is less
than the critical length, the pins comact the gear at
the end of the pin . When the tooth length i less
than the critical length. the pins contact the gear at
the end of iii tooth. When either of these i the case,
any advantage gained by the use of pins .itncon-
tacting only the high spot may be negated by the
fact that contact between the pin and! the gear is I I
point contact. and the point of contact of the pin
may falIDinto callops on the bobbed nrface. I

Correcting for the fError
Pins longer than the "critical length" can be

used to obtain consistent mea uremerus on rough
helical gears with an odd, number of teeth. but the
measurement hould be made on a mea uring
in trument that allows fixturing of the part ~D

ensure thai. the axis of the part ;ishdd perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the anvil shafts. A pin microme-
ter should not be used.

This method can be used to control iii process
without knowing what the actual size oflbe gear is. If
it is important to know the correct size of the gears, 1

then the correct dimension over bills can determined
by ubtracting the error, calculated in Equation 2.
from tbe dimension measused over pill . 0
/lJustrlltions fOf this article were' done by Paul Romanowsky.
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Half the Vel'tic811lengthlDf IPlIn
--.,-;,,--- Amount Pin IMove '

Out AW81Y From
OtherlPin

Fig. 6 - Distance pill moves out away from the other pili when anvil is

swung in the vertical plane.

Fig. 7 - The critical length of the pins lor this particular gear.

- -

fig. B - A gear where the hmiting factor is the tooth length because It IS

less Ihan the crjtical lenqth 01the pins.
I
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CHIOOSE 'THE GEAR INSPECTIONI SYSTIEM
T'HAT WORKS BEST FOIR YOU

If you run a smalll to medium-size gear manu-
facturing company, the RC-400 Series could
be your best choice. It can help you speed
up your inspection process. lower your re-
jection rate. Reduce your rnanufacnrring

costs. Even improve the quality of
your product. Perhaps it can give you

the competitive edge
you've been looking for!

To learn more, call,
write, or FAX today!

The RC-400 SERIES
• Fast, Accurate Measurement--

Spacing'/lndex, Lead,
Involute IPmfil'e

• State-of-the-art, 4-Axes System
.' Easy-to-use-I'ElM-Based
• Cost-Eff,ective, Affordable
• Checks Gears, Splines,

Hobs, and Mor,e
• SmalllFootprint
• 3600 CNC !Rotary Probe

,Inc..

Technology That Works •••For You!

CIRCLE. 130' on READER: SERV,ICE. CARD

GEAR
MACHINES

SALES & SERVIICE,

Many Models and
Sizes to' choose from: . ..p ..
til' Gear Shapers IIG,,.,8~6~e~r !iObLJeI

. h prodllc!lo~. f_~e
ttl' Gear Hobbers IF;'" PI';- DU,meler, .. , Vt:FlY1
til' Gear Shave:rs .. ,A1"IEDEl.I
'" Gear Honers 11"".,91;;1:1

1

ttl' G.ea.rG,rinders
'" Ho'b,Shar-peners
'" Iinspection Equipment
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P'R'ODUCT NEWS
- - -- ----- -- --- - --- --

Welcome to our Pr,oduct News Ipage.Here we fe,ature new products of interes. to the gear and gea.rpraduets markets, To
get more iinformaCion enjhese iitems, please circle the IReader Service INumber shown.

Cost Es1ima.tes iin 60 Seconds lor tass
"Point and click" your way to accu-

rate cost estimates for gears and parts in
60 second with Costima~or® Rapid-
eo a,rY for Windows®. The new sy tem
runs under all version of Windows and

simplifies cosa estimating by using pre-
determined manufacturing times to cal-

culare the cost of di crete parts. Ir can
provide estimating accuracy to within

±5% or better of actual manufacturing
times and costs. II also prints estimates

and hop traveler. Available
Manufacturers Technologies, Inc.

CLrcle 300

GearShop for Willdows 2
PC Enterprises has released Ver ion

2 of it GearShop' for Windows gear
design oftware, This version allow ,OIl-

screen design of internal and external
gears, rack • generated and non-general-

ed gears and more .. Function include

cut, Inspect mesh. animate, zoom and
pan, tooling design, election and etup

adjustment. and inspection for backla h,
meshing radii and tooth curvatures.

Prints or plots to' any scale.
Cirde301.

.Adjustabl'e Speed Gear Motor System
Dodg,e® announce

adjustable speed gear motor sysrem,

which the company says has the most
advanced power-den e de ign ill the

indu try. allowing higher reducer ratio.
for wider speed ranges. Ca e-carburized

and precision-ground helical gears
a sure higher strength and improved
durability. The system's Reliance

Electric A-C motors can be specified in
one through five horsepower packages.

Its SP500 A-C PWM inverter drive fea-

ture a 200-230 VAC three-phase input
or single phase with S09! derate.

Circle 30.2

J'o'b Qrder 1iracking Sy-stem
The Job Order Tracking System is a

new product of AnalyticaW Science

Corporatlen. The software allows the
u er to immediately locate where an
order i and what tage of completion il.
has achieved and to print out a hard copy

report: for internal or customer use.
Status records can be' viewed and edited

directly on screen, allowing the pinpoint-

ing of critical proce improvements.
Circle 303

CIMNET®Add·On Software
JNL Indn tries, Inc. has announced

the addition of job tracking capabilities
1.0 its CIMNET Folders manufacturing
information control system. The addi-

lion extends the functionality of the
"paperless factory" shop tloor environ-
ment to include work.flow management

linkages. The Job Tracking option mon-
itors quantity required. quantity finished

and quantity scrapped •. with graphs for
yield, efficiency, machine load and esti-

mated completion date.
CirlCle304

AutoCAD' .Add-On Software'
EMT Software introduces ME H

SHAFf. a new parametric shaft design-

er and symbol library, and MA'-"~/nD.
which allow Auto AD Release [3

users to tum 2-D multi-view drawings

into 3-0 solids. MECH SHAFT works
with AutoCAO Releases 12 and 1.3 to

give users a faster way to design 2-0
and 3-D shafts. ]t creates designs inside

AutoCAO according 10 a variety of II er-
specified parameters including number
of segments, diameter, length, tapering.
chamfer or fiUet requirements and for-
ma! (ACIS. AME or 2-D). MAK Ino
also includes two tools for creating 2-0.
drawings. TRACE produces construc-

tion lines and circles that can be traced
around for drawing outer or inner design
contour, and ORTHO uses intelligent

projection lines to jiuild orthographic
views of a part after an initial view has

been created.
Circle 305

New PVD Coatings
Multi·Arc Inc. announces the intro-

duction of two new PVD coatings. ION
80ND® TiAIN and 10 BONO® TiCN.
The company says this second-genera-

tion TiA1N provides over twice the life
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GrDJND

IM~rege~r fori your'
money and value
that Ilasts.
Niagara Gear has an affordable
alternative for your high quality,
dose-tolerance gear requirements,
As gear grinding specialists" we use
the latest grinding wheel technologies
and all electronic Reishauer gear
grinders to deliwr what you need.
On price. On q u.ality. On time.
Our ground spur and helical gears are:
• Lighter, ~tronger; faster and quieter
• The answer to your industry's

toughest tolerance and finish
standards

• Manufactured to MIL·IA5208 and
inspected to Calibration Standard
MIL·STD-45662A

'. Available to 14 inch diameter and
to AGMA Class 15 with c;rowning

More than 80% of our customers are
fortune 500 companies. Let us quote
on your next gear requirement and
find out why.

FAX: (7116) 874-'9003
'941 Military Road • Buffalo:. NY 1'42U

TEL: (716) 874-3131

CIRCLE 128 on READER' REP,lVC.ARD
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and INSERT functions and includes an
AME-to-CSG converter to change R 12
AME solid models into editable R 13
solids. Available for DOS. Windows,
Windows NT or DEC Alpha.

Citrcle JOS

P,RODUCT NEWS, _

of its first-generation coating wnen
machining titanium- and nickel-based
alloys, stainless steels and cast rnateri-
als, It is ideal for high-speed machining,
dry hobbing and other machining oper-
ation where high temperature i gener-
ated at the point of cui. The TICN i a
multilayer litanjurn carbonirride coating
recommended for machining difficult-
to-machine tee I. alloys and high-speed
cutting when moderate temperatures are
generated at the cutting edge.
Recommended machining operation
include turning, milling, drilling. ream-
ing. lapping and punching.
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Composite Gears
Power-Core"! composite gears. from

Intech Corporation can replace metal
gears for reduced maintenance and
faster production during the deep draw-

ing of aluminum or teel cans. The
gear. , which require no lubrication. are
ideal for food and beverage packaging
operations and for use in limited access
installations where steel gears wear out
prematurely from lack of lubrication,
The one-piece gear offers a secure
metat-to-metal shaft connection. per-
milling transmission of high torque
throughthe gear's cast-in metal hub.

Ciocle 3{l7

AutoCAD 13 SoUd IEditor
Context Cad. [nco announces

Version L5 of the CSG Editor ~or
AUloCAO Professionals using solids in
Release 13. The CSG Editor provides
graphical editing .. making it easy '1.0

move. resize or replace components of a
solid model, change the radius of solid
fillets, redefine extrusion profiles and
paths and more. h supports WBLJO K

KlIMOSGear Suftwslre
Klingelnberg has introduced an

advanced software module for design-
ing, manufacturing and inspecting spiral
bevel gears. KIMOS software allows
gear producers to make spiral bevel
gears according 1.0 design, permiuing
interchangeability of pinions and gears.
The program runs on 486 PCs. The
KIMOS package support. production of
the four most popular ring and pinion
gearing system -Klingelnberg. Glea-
on, Wiener and Oerlikon. It manage

all steps of design and manufacturing
including dimensioning, oplimi.zing,
checking and production.

Cll'de 309'

liming iPulleys ,& Belts
York Industries now produces and

stocks a complete line of PowerGrip®
G _ pulleys and belts for synchronous
belt applications. They are available in 2
and 3 rnm pitches in materials including
aluminum, tee I and injection-molded
plastic. The company also offers tim-
ing pulley tock in a variety of pitche in
aluminum and steel, pulley flanges and
timing belts ill polyester cord urethane.
Kevlar® cord urethane and fiberglass
cord neoprene.

Circle 310

S'endlyour new
pr,oduct releases to:
Gear Technology
1'401Lunt Avenue'
Elk G,roveViUage" IlI6000'7,
Fax: 708'-437-66,1IB.

Tell Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful. please circle 215.
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Machined Parts
He.r.zog GmbH &: o. L (II

manufacturer of high quality
machined parts, such as exzen-
ters, gears, armatures, spin-
dles. 'connecting pins, elbows
and complete as emblles. All
paris are made according to
cu tomer-spec ific require-
ments. Herzog is the elution
for your applications! or fur-
ther information, plea econ-
tact Simon al (502) 737·3983

, or faxat (5Ol) 769-1875.

CIRCLE REA'DER 'SERVICE ,.113

NI\SI\,

I

free NASA Liter,ature'
COSMIC, NASA's computer
software technology transfer
cenrer, offers II free brochure
describing 15 computer pro-
grams in the general area of
structural analy is that were
developed for internal use by
NASA. These programs are
made available in source code
form fm reuse within the .S.
Contact COSMmc. 382 ast
Broad Street. Athen, GA
30602-4272. Ph: (706) 542-
3265. Fax: (706) 5424807.

'Gear Process IControl
Introducing the new 3000 SS

eries gear manufacturing
process control ystem with
Pentlurne technology and an
industry-leading J l{eaJi ,- ar-
raney. Proven reliability,
accuracy. technology, service
and support provide loday'.
best value. 01111513-859-8273
OF fax S 13-859-4452.

M&M .Pr,ecisilln Sy tems
Corporation"
300 Progre s Roa.d,
West Carrollton, OH, 45449,
OIRCLE READER' SERV,ICE IIU,

The IComp,I'ete'Gear Book
Gear Geometry & Applied
Tlreory, by aydm L. Litvin.
covers the modern theory of
gearing. geometry. de ign and
compujerized simulation of
meshing and contact fur
almo t all gea_rs; the geometry
for face-gear drive ; d uble
circular-arc helical gears;
CNC applications and new
approaches for tool design.
Prentiice-Han, 1994. 72.00.
To order call (800) 947-7700.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WANTED

ExCEPTI'ONAL ENGINEERING
O'PPORTUNITIES

American Axle '& Manu.fallbJring, ID~ is a
multi-billion dollar manufacturer of automo-
tive driveline, steering and forging products.
This Tier One automotive components sup-
plier now has exceplionalopportunities for
the following:

B,EVEl 'GEA_R ENGINEER
In this posltlon, located at our new world-
class technical center in Rochester Hills, MI,
you will be responsible lor 'the design, valida-
tion and release 01 products for automotive
applicatlens, as well as, interfacing with cus-
tomers, manufacturers and suppl iers.

QualificaJ:ions include a minimum of .2-3
years' experience inhypoid gear design,
development and manufacturing and a
Bachelors degree in engineering or equiva-
lenl tralnlng. Must be knowledgeable in gear
metrology met.hods including 'SIT and
'CMM", gear mesh noise generation theory,
and gear heat 'treat practices. Familiarity with
basic machine tools and metal forming pre-
ferred. Computer literacy is essential

•

1 AMERICAN
AXLE'.
lfIANUFACTfJRtNG

GEAR DE\£LOP.MENT
ENGINEER

You will coordinate the planning; timing,
implementation, and Ifollow-up of current and
new gear design and development into the
manufactunng process. These dutles will
relate 10 gear noise, gear strength and gear
measurement .systems.

QualifICations include a Bachelors degree in
Mechanical Engineering, or equivalent training,
and a minimum of 7 years' experience in gear
development ami/or c.oordLnating measuring
equipment Candidates must have basic knowl-
edge of hypoid gear machinel}l design.toollng,
gallging',.manufacturing processes, noise mea,
surement equipment, and reading/interpreting
engineering-reLated drawings.

These positions require a high level 01 inter-
pe rsonal skills. availability to travel 011 job·
related assignments, lIexibility 10 change
work hours as needed, and computer literacy.

'We oller a highly competitive' compensation
package. Send your resume (including salary
history) to:.AMEIUCAN AXL£ & MANUFAC
llJRING, INC., Corporate Human
Reaources, Dept~, 1840 Holbrook Drive"
Dettoil, MI 482 E2-3488. FAX: (3.3) 9'7+
3090. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer..

HEAT TREATING
--

MERIT ,GEAR
'H,EAT TREAT,
I 810 HUDSON ST ANTIGO. WI 54409 I

Induction Hardening
Tooth by Tooth NATCO

Corburizlngl
Corbonifriding
Stress, Reliev,lng

Normafiz.ingl
AnneaUng

BI~osfing&. Straightening
Metallurgical Laboratory

1-800-"S-MERIT
IFax:: 7'15-62:' ..2558,

CIRCLE 150' on READER REPLY CARD

46 GEAR TECHNOlOGV

American Meta'i Tlreating' Com,pany
1043 East 62nd Street
Cleveland"OH 44103

,(216) 431·4492
Fax: (216)1431-1508

Contour Induction
IHardening Speciial!ists

Spur, helical and belle/gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 3 NAiCO submerg.ed
process machines and 4 AJAX
eNe-controlled ge.ar scanning
machines. We can also tool to
meet any production need,
Write for a free brochure.

CIRClE.1S11 on, READER 'REPLY CA'RD

EN:GINEEIRIING, SALES
Sales positien for Gear Manufac-
turing Engineer. Position includes
direct contact with 'Customers,
estimating, application, engineer·
ingl,gear design and reverse engi-
neering. CAD ,experien:ce desir-
able. Send resume to

C-B GEAR &: MACHIN!E, INC.
P,IQ.IBoK n1278:

Houston, TX 77293

e,

Reps wanted far OptrJIenclas&d gear menutac-
lurer. Seek s.ales reps lor: Arkansas, Alabama,
Missouri, Kentucky. Tennessee, Georgia, North
and South Carolina. Seeking a. professional
organization or individuals, with gear sales
~pe!"ience. Reply lin wrlllng. IBol! A.B, c/o'
GEA.R: TECHNOL.OG,y, P,O. Box 1426, Elk
Grove Village, Il 60009.

----------------------------

----------

GEAR TOOLING

GEAIR CUTTING TOOLS
"On the Shelf Inventory"

DIAMETRAL • MODULE
-HOeS

- SHAPER CUTTERS

1DP and finer
Made 10 AGMA slandard

SPECIAL MADE TO ORDER TOOLS

-aoes
- SHAPER CUTIERS
• SHAVING CUTIERS

• FORM RELIEVED INVOLUTE
MILLING CUTTERS

'BA_Rlf INITERNATIONAL CORPORATION
3:384 COMMERCIAL AVE.

NORTHBROOK, IL USA 60062-1909'
TEL: 708·272·8126 FAX: 708·272·8210

CIRCLE 162 on IREADER IREPI.Y 'CARD
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SERVICE
-

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDIING SERVICES

.' Cost 'effective 'gea'ftooth grinding
specialists

'·'Gear manuracturers are our only
customers

'. Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P.D., 3.'5 D. P.
'. Able to' match delivery to your

requirements
'. All seliViice to AGMA standards with

Cenified Gear lnspaction Equipment

IP'IRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
2:3Dick Road Depew, NY 14043

Phone 016)1684!-3Bl11
Fax 111611684-1117

CIRCLE 153 on REAI)~R REPLY CA_Rj)

I

GEAIR, INSiPiECTllON
UIP'GRADIE

I If you are not using the I'a,test IBM
compatible ~user-friendlyM ROlO-
SMART packagie for your gear

I

' testers, composite testers, lead
testers, red liners, and other inspec-
tion sy,stems, yOU! need us!

With tilis service, which meets
AGMA standards, you will ha,ve the
latest in gear teehnologv.

We can also supplv a new RC-400
Gear Inspection System.

IC8111-~B15-ROIO
or Fax us at 1513)865.:0656,

ROIO-JEiCHN01..0GV.I C.
351 Fame Road, Da,yton.101-11

CIRCLE 156 on REAllER REPI.Y 'CARD'

IND'EX P'LATES
For

Grinding, Sbarpening
& Inspection

• Complete Manufacture
• Meet or Exceed OEM's Spec .
• Sizes Ranging to 20 inch Dia,

MODIFlEU GE.AR & SPUNE. ]NC~
Serving !he Gear Industry Since 1951

18300MT.aUOIT
DETROIT; Mf 48234
TE.L: (313) 893-3511
FAX: (3]3),893-6UO

CIRCLE 151' on READER' REPl.Y 'CARD'

PFAUTER~MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIl\fITE.D
PARTNERSHIP'

-- -- -

COlV1PUTER AIDS

PFAUTER-MAAG CUTfING 'fOOLS
1351 Windsor Road,. P.O. Box 2950

Loves Park, lL 61132-2950
Phone (815) 877-8900
Fn (815) 877-0264

ILe'COUNT IEXPAINDIIN'G
MANDiREl R,EIPAIR,

If your LeCOUNT Expanding
Mandrels have belen da,magied
or are not within your required
specifications, return them to
us. We' will repair Of replace
them at a very reasonable cost.

leCOUNT. lne,
U Dewitt D,iU-8
Whit,e,' ,River Jet,' "', vr 05001
Tel! (800) 642-6113

--- FL](~1802),296-6843
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SOFTWAREFOiR
DESIGNING. INSPECTING

&. IMANUfACllU1RINIG
Spur &: Helical :Gears
• Rexible, minimum inputs.
• Fast, maximum outputs
• Menu driven
• Help screens
• Screen &. plotter graphics
• CAD compatible'

ASK FOR A DEMO DISK

:SOnwARE ~NGINEEIIING SERvmE
28m IRidgeAvenue

1_IRockford, IlI1n~is6nOG
Fax/,Phone (815,1963-1760

C'lRCU: 158, on REA!DER REPLY CARD

CLRCLE 155 Q['lIREAJJER IREP,L'II'CARD

PC GE.\ RS,. (;RO\\"S tr:

• Generated Gears
• Tools and Tool Path
• Non-Generated Gears
• Involute Splines, Racks
• Inspection Calculations
• Animated Meshing
• Form Calculations
• .DXF File O"lltput

~Gear.~~.h_O~1 f~'r
~ W.ndowS™

Because you ,asked for it!

800 ..437 -2368
- -

TO ADVERTIISE IN THE MARCH/APRIL CLASSIFIED
PAGES CALL PAT FLAM AT 708-437-6604 TODAY.

CIRCLE 159 on READER REPLY CA'RO

Rat Line Classified: $35 per line, 8 lines per inch, $280 minimum. Classified
Display (3" min.): lX-$565, 3X-$530, 6X-$5OO. Additional per inch: lX-
$190. 3X-$180. 6X-$170. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layolli
or design a classified ad al no exira charge. Pay.ment: FuU payment mu I accom-
pany classified ads. Send check or VisaIMasterCillidlAmericll..11iExpress number and
expiration date \0 Gear Technology. P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009.
Agem:y Commission: No agency commission on classified ads. Materials
Deadline: Ads must be received by the 25th of the momn, two months prim 10 pub-
lication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified
advertisements at. his discretion.
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----------------

No Time Like The Present
-

Gear Iectmotoqv': bunonthlv aben aunn lt : I ' • , I ' • • ~ ,", • , •••

~. , • < •• '::- • '.' , ": I 't . '

here's nothing like a new year-
with the pas ibl,e exception of
birthdays ending ill zero-to
remind one of the passage of

time. Keeping track of time has always
been part of the brief of the gear engi neer;
One of the earliest. gear assemblie i the
remains of the ,Antikytheramachine. a
calendar/calculator dating from the first
celltllry R.C. Until !he industrial revolu-
tion, clock makers and gear de jgncrs

were u ually the same people.
Therefore, in the interest of keeping

our readers lin touch with their profes-
sional roots, we bring you the following
Oli>SC1iV3lio1lSabollt lime.

nIHi _ I Yalill Hlvia IFanl
Time is both relative and a measurable

cornmodiry, You'd be amazed how much
you can get d ne in a given amount of
time if you pill your mind to ~t.According
to Stuart A. Sandow (DuratiOlIS, New
York TImes Books, 19177):

o Light can travel 30 centimeters
in a billion!h of a econd,

• Ln .000024 seconds, a stick of
dynamite willJ del.onate.

• A car's air bag wiWl~n"ale' in .04
seconds.

'. The same car travelling al 30
mph win go 44' in one second.

o At. the Coke bottling plant, 340
16-oz. bottles are filled every minute.

o In one hour, you can de-ice 10
miles of a two-lane road by spreading
rock alt from a truck.

Vinci. became an apprentice in the
workshop of Andrea del VerrochJ1io;

• At 17,. George Washing~on was
the county surveyor of Culpepper, VA;

• At 20, Guglielmo Marconi began
hi rust experiments in radio Lmnsmi -
sion .. He took out his firstpatent at 22
and started his, own radio company at 23.

• Edwin Land dropped out of
Harv,an:ial 21. Two year later he
invented the Polaroid.

o At 21. Thomas 1. Watson. Sr.,
hired on at National Cash Register. and
Steve lobs, willi help from Stephen
Wozni.alc, builtthe first Ap,ple compuler
in his garage.

On Ihe Other iHandl •••
• ILea Tolstoy lOOK his firsl bicycle

lesson at 67; Queen Victoria began
lessons in Hindu lani at the same age .

• Ginger Rogers, 68. did three
weeks of shows wi.th the Rockettes:
Nicolas Copernicus was also 68 when

• In one day,. 100 photographers
sh t 60,000 pictures for the life maga- !
zinc bicentennial edition,

• ~t takes one year to build a :
S~einway grand piano-or for a broken l
femur [0 mend.
---- D.' Willi ToPmlllfl You.Bid ...

There are other ways to measure time, i
of course. You can ask how much you've ~
accomplished in the time you've had ..
Jeremy Baker in Tolstoy s Bicycle (81:.
Martin's Pres , 1982) reminds us that:

•' Mozar! gave his first European
concert [OUf when he was 6: at '!he same
age Shirley Temple was earning $1,250 :
a week (W934 doRan).

.' At 13. John Quincy Adam was he published De revalutianibus arblum
secretary to Llle U.S. minister to Russia . coelestium, thus laying the foundations
in St. Petersburg;

• Sixteen-year-old Ivan (later to be ;
known as "The Terrible,") was crowned 1
Czar, at che same age, Leonardo ,dOl;

for modem ,aMronomy;.
• At 7 l John Houseman w _II his

first Oscar [or "The Paper Chase";
• At 80 Konrad Adenauer (Ger-

many), amon DeValera (keland),
Jomo Kenyatta (Kenya), Mar hal Tito
(Yugoslavia), General Franco (Spain)
and Jolm Diefenbakes (Canada) were all
heads or tale.

'.' Conductor Leopold Stokowski,
94, signed a 6-year recording contra I;

'. AdolfZukor, 100. was ppointed
Honorary Chairman of the Hoard of
Paramcum P;iclllre .

And now our Itime---,and space-are
just about up. All that's left is for us LO

wish all of you a Happy New Year. 0

"Folks, I feel as if we 'F!! tllming a comer."
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Hob, shave, grind, hone ...the
choices for precision cylindrical
gears are many, and we have the
advanced machines and 'expertise
to. make your process cost-effective
and precisely productive.
Affordable PHOENIX· CNC hobbers
deliver rigid high-speed wet or dry

cutting for
reduced
cycle times and consistent accuracy,
Gear flnjsh[ng options have never
been greater, starting with the
proven efficiency of Hurth CNC
shaving mactmes and cutters.
Our My-automatic threaded-Wheel
grinder and Hurth spheriC honing
machines can eliminate entire
process steps. Chamfering/debur·
ring machines round out the line.

130 years of experienoe also
back our ongoing commitment to
bevel andhypoid gear-making
machines, testers, tooling, design
and development software, s_nd
support, Continent to continent,
our worldwide resoerces are unique'
and ready to serve you,
can 1-800-643-2770 or your
Gleason regional sales manager,
The answer is "Yes,·

The Gleason Works, 1000 University Ave., Rochester, NY 14692
7161473-1000 Fax: H6/461-4348
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